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ABSTRACT
This short course in welding high and low pressur e

Lines was adapted from militayy curriculum materials for use in
vocational education. The course is designed to teach safety
requirements for work with high and low pressure pipelines; pipe
welding requirements and specifications; special pipeline repair

,weldingrapplications; layout of pipe joints; metallic, arc welding of
carbon .steel pipe; and inert gas shielded and welding of stainless
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a plan .of instruction for the course- Ind lesson plans for each
lesson. These contain an outline of instruction, objectives,
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MILITARY CURRICULUM MATERIALS

The militarveveloped curriculum materials in this course
package were selected by the National Center for Research in.
Vocational Education Military Curriculum Project for dissemr -

illation to the six regional Curriculum Coordination Centers and
other instructional materials agencies. The purpose-of
disseminating these courses was to make curriculum material
developed by the military more accessible to vocational
educators in the civilian setting. a

4-

The course materials were acquired, evaluated by prbject
staff and practitioners in the field, and prepared for

dissemination. Materials which were specific to the nilitary.
were deleted, copyrighted materials were either omitted or appro:

vel for thtir use was obtainedr These course packages contain
curriculum resource materials 4hich tan be. adapted to support

vocatiOnai instruction and curriculum develoEment.
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The National,cen.ter
Mission Statement

"TTT'- r r \`^",,

.

The National Center for Research in
Vocational Education's mission is to increase
the ability of diverse agencies, institutions,
and organizations to solve educational prob- _

lems relating to individual career planning,
preparation, and progression. The National
Center fulfills its mission by: ,

Generating knowledge though research

- Developing educational programs and
products

Evaluating individual program needs-
and outcomes

Installing educational programs and
products--

Operating information systems arid_
services

Conducting leadership development and
training programs

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ABOUT
Military Curriculum Materials

WRITE.011 CALL
Program Information Office
The National Center for Research in Vocational

Education
The Ohio State Vniyertity
1960 Kenny Road, Columbus, Ohio 43210
Telephone: 614/486.3655 or Toll Free 800/

848.4815 within the continental U.S.
ifp(oept Ohio)
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MilitAry Curriculurii
Materials for

Vocational and
Technical Education

inforriiation and Field
. ,S.c:rvices Divi!-;ipn

The !ationr11 Center for Flesearcli
in Vocr_ltional Education
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Military
Curriculum Materials
Dissemination la ...

A.... .1.4.-.4.araa.......b..1.41. 1%7,...L....,44

an activity to increase the accessibihry. of
military developed curriculum materials to
vocational and technical educators.,

This project, funded -by the U.S. Of fi.ce of
Education, includes the identification and
acquisition of curriculum materials in print
form frorri the Coast Guard, Air Force,
Artily, Marine Corps ipnd Navy.

Access to militarYlcurriculuni materials is
provided through a "Joint Memorandum of
Undertanding" between the U.S. Office of
Education and the Department -of Defense.

The acquired materials are reviewed by staff
and subject matter specialists, irnd courses
deemed applicable' to vocational and tech-
mical education are selected for dissemi,n,ation:

The National Center for Research in
Vocational Education is the U.S. Office of
Education's des,ignated ,representative to
:require the materials and conduct the project
activit ies.

Project Staff:

Wesley E. Budke; Ph.D., Director
National Center clear'ingliouse

Shirley A. Chase, Ph.D.,
Project Director

What Materials
Are Available?

One hundred twenty courses on microfiche
(thirteen in paper form) and descriptions of
each have been provided ,to the vocational
Curriculum Coordinatjon Centers and other
instructional materials agencies for dissemi-
nation.

Course materials include programmed
instruction, curriculum outlines, instructor
guides, student workbooks and technical
manuals.'

The 120 courses represent the following
sixteen vocational' subject areas:

How Can These
Materials43e' Obtained?

Contact the Curriculum Coordination Center
in your region for information on obtaining
materials (e.g., availability and cost). They
will respond to your request directly or refer
you %to an instructional .materials agency
closer to you,

-`

CUHRICULUM C0011DIIJA I IOiJ eLiJ 11111S

EAST CENTRAL
Rebecca S. Douglass

,Director.
100 North_First Street
Springfield, IL 62.777

NORTHWEST
William Daniels
Director
Building 17 .

Airdustrial Park

Agriculture .Foo0 Service
Aviation Health
Building 8/ Heating & Air
Construction Conditioning
Trades Machine Shop -

Clerical Management &
Occupations Supervision

Communications Meteorology &
Di ,if Ong Navigation
Electronics Photography
Engine Mechanics Public Service

The number of courses and The subject areas
represented will expand as additional mate-
rials,with application to vocational and
technical education are identified and selected
for dissemination.

217/782-0759

MIDWEST 1

Robert Patton'
Director
1515 West Sixth 'Ave.
Stillwater, OK 74704
405/377 -2000

NORTHEAST
\ -Joseph F. Kelly, Ph.D.

Director
225 West State Street
Trenton, NJ 08625
60902.6562

Olympia, WA 98504
206/753.0879

SOUTHEAST
' James F. Shill( Ph.D.

Director
Mississippi State University

Drawer DX
Mississippi State, MS 39762

601/325.2510

WESTON
Lawrence F. H. Zane, Ph:D.

Director
1776 University Ave.
Honolplu, HI 961322
808/948.7'834
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Course Description

Thisone-blockZcourse includes training in safety requirements fpn work with high and low pressure pipelines, pipe welding requirements and specifications;
special pipeline repair welding applications, layout of pipe joints, metallic arc welding of carbon steel pipe, and inert gas shielded arc welding of stainless
steel and aluminum pipe. The course consists of nine lessens coveting 57.5 hours of instruction. The lesson titles and hours follOw:

Practice Safety Requirements in the Performance of Required Tasks (.5 hour)
Pipe Welding Requirements and Specifications (2 hou7s)
Special Pipeline Welding Repair Applications (5 hours)
layout anci Fit:up of Various Types of Pipe Joifits13 hours) /
Metallic Arc Welding Michine (1 hour)
Prepare Various Types of Pipe Joints for Welding (1 hour)
Metallic Welding of Carbon Steel Pipe Joints (18 hours)
Inert Gas Shielded Arc Welding of Stainless Steel Pipe Joints (14 hours)
Inert Gas Shielded Arc Welding of Aluminum Pipe (13 hours)

The course contains materials for both studentencrteacher use. Printed materials for the instructor include a plan of instruction for the course and .
lesson plans for each lesson. These contain an outline of ittltruction,bbjectives, activities, materials and tools needed, text assignments, and references.
Student materials consist of a study guide contaiiing objectives, information, qbestions, and references. This course wits designed for students with
experience in basic welding.
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,DEPARTMENT OF 'THE AIR-FORCE - PLAN OF INSTRUCTION 3AZR53250-4
USAF School of Applied Aergospace Sciences,(ATC) (PDS Code,C65)
Chanute Air Forte Base, Illinois 61868 12 Maich 1975

FOREWORD

1: PURPOSE. This plan of instruction prescribes the qualitative reqvire-
ments for Course Number .3AZR53250-4, Welding High and Low Pressure Lin8s, in

terms of criterion objectives pfesented by units/modules of instruction, and
shows duration, correlation with the training standard, support materials,`
and instructional guidance. It yas developed under the provisions of ATCR
52-33, Instructional System Development, and ATCR 52-7, Plans of Instruction.

2. COURSE DESCRIPTION. )This technical training course trains selected
Air Force personnel possessing AFSC 53250/70 or equivalent civilian experience
in the skills and knowledges revired for welding high and low pressure lines.
Training includes safety requirements in performance of required tasks; pipe
welding requirements and specifications; special pipeline repair welding
'applications; layout and fiIup of various types of pipe joints; metallic
arc welding machine current setting and electrode selection for carbon likel
pipe; preparation of various types of pipe joints; metallic arc welding
carbon steel pipe joints in the fixed vertical, horizontal, and overhead
positions; inert gas shielded arc,weldiAg machine current setting and gas
flow adjustment and filler rod selection for stainless steel pipe welding;
inert gas shielded arc welding of stainless steel pipe in thA fixed vertical,
horizontal, and overhead positions; inert gas shielded arc welding machine
current setting; and gas flaw adjustment and filler rod selection foraluminum

(-h.pipe welding; inert-gas shielded arc welding of aluminum pipe joint?in the 1,

fixed vertical and-horizontal positions. In addition, related training covert
-/,-

commander's calls/briefings, etc.

ROTE: Trainees ntering this course at a level below that specified
' -.by AFM 5 -5 or other established prerequisites' cannot be expected

to achfeve'the levels indicated. .

3. .EQUiPMENT ALLOWANCE AND AUTHORIZATION. Training equipment required to
conduct this course iS,sjisted in Equipment Authorization Inventory Data
Number 3ABR532300000.- Mining equipment authorizations for this course'are
based on the following Tables of Allowance:,

TA 781 Machines Shop (Intermediate Maintenince, Civil
Engineering) WRAMA

TA 782 Welding, Radiator, and Cooler Shop (Intermediate
Maintenance) WRAMA'

TA 783 Sheet Metal and Plabtic Shops (Intermediate
Maintenance) NRAllik

TA 785 Electroplating an Heat Treating Shops (Intermediate
. Maintenance) WRAMA

NOTE: Group size is shown in'parentheSes Aker equipment listed
in column 3 of numbeied pages'of this POI.

S.
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FOR THE COMMANDER

4'. MULTIPLE INSTRUCTOR *REQUIREMENTS. Not applicabl-to this POI.

_ 5. gEFERENCES. This plan.of instruction is based on.CW E,TRAINING
STANDAR33AZR53256-4, 26 April 1973, and Course Chart 3 '53250-4,
9 '0qOber 1974.

IfET Aerne , USAF
*Chief, Operations Division

o

Supersedes Plan of Instruction 3AZR53250-4, 13 garch 1974
OPR: Department of Wcapon Systems Support Training
DISTRIBUTION: Listed on page A-



COURSE CHART.
-.......- ..,, 7.

I NUMBER

3AZR53151 -2 ,

PDS CODE .

C65
DATE

----15 April 1975
,

IURSE TITLE

,elding High and Low Pressure Lines ...

.

ATC OPR AND APPROVAL DATE

TTMS,, 12 Juni 1973
CENTER OPR

Chanute/TTOXW .

SUPERSEDES COURSE CHART

3AZR53250-4, 9 October 1974
OEPARTMENT OPR

Department of Weapon Sy&teqs.Support

.

Training

1 Ar ,

APPLICABLE TRAINMGSTANDANO

* (See,Rpmarks ,

--
COURSE SECURITY CL ASSIFICAIION

UNCLASSIFIED ..

LOCATION OF TRAINING

Chanute AFB, Illinois 61868
INSTRUCTIONAL DESIGN

. .

Group/Lock Step
TARGET READING GRADE LEVEL FOR PREP-
ARATION OF TRAINING LITERATURE

I. ENGTH OF TRAINING
-, ' (__Weeks, _Q___ Days)

. .

Technical naming (TT) f

Classroom/Laboratory (C/L)

ComplComplementary Technical Training (CTT) ,ementary
study)Related naming

(RT)
.

_ _ ._
Appointments, End of Course, Predeparture Safety Briefin,9

-I
TOTAL . ,

....

*

.,.

. ...

Hotta

70

//I 60
.

10

10

10 .

80

_MARKS
-

.

.

.

* CTS cH52-3AZR53151- 2, 14 April 1975

Effective Date: 4 June 1975 with. class 750604

°

TABLE I - MAJOR ITEMS 9F EQUIPMENT'

Training Equipment: Electric

%

Arc Welding Machine, Gas Shielded Arc Welding Equipment,
Pedestal Grinder and Buffer, Cleaning Equipment, Power

.

,

.
.

,

.
.

.
.

.
.

A

..)

.
.

. / 'h.4
.

Oxyacetylene Cutting Equipment,
Hacksaw.

.

...

.

I

.
.1

'ATC
7R74

449 REPLACES PREVIOUS EDITIONS AND ATC FORM 4498, NOV 72
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CtrdRiE CHART - TABLE II -.TRAINING.Cp0ENT 3AZR53151 -2

NOTE: Include time spent on technical-Nreinleto (TT) (ilessrooni/leboratori (C/L) and conspfeewmtaty technical training (CTT))and related
trebling (RT) exclude time pent on Indlviduul 11111111Iitateo(fOokodlol Instruction). A single entry of time shown for a unit is time.
Whoa double entry Is the second entry Is CTT thee.

1

Course MaterialMAterial - UNCLASSIFIED BLOCK I - 70 Hours TT.

Ofientaion'(:5-hrr

Ptaccice Safety Reqdirements in the Performance of
Required Tasks (.51).

Pipe Welding-Requirementsand,SpecificationS (2 hrs)

hrs)

Pipe Joints

Special Pipeline li!ldiqllepair Applications

Lay Out'and'Fit-Tpof Various Types of
(3 hrs) *

.2 Metallic Arc Welding Machipe (1 hr)

Prepare Various Types of Pipe.Joints
(1 hr)

Metallic Arc Welding'Cf Carbon Steel
(18 hrs) .

for Welding

Pipe Joints

Inert Gas-Shieldecr-Are'Welding of Stainiass Steel

Pipe Joints (14 hrs)
rt.

Inert Gas Shielded Arc Welding of Aluminum Pipe'
Joints (13 hrs).

Measurement Test 4fid`Test Critique (1 hr)

Course Critique and. Graduation (1 hr)

(Equipment' IIAZards and Personnel Safety Integrated
with Above Subjects).

60 Hours C/L

10 Hours CTT

4

10 Hours RT

ATC FORA 449A PREVI,OVS EDITION OBSOLETE,
APR 73



l PLAN OF INSTRUCTION .

COURSE TITLE

Welding High and Low -Pressure'Lineik 1
.

BLOCK TITLE , -
Welding, High and 'Low Ptes8ure Lines .

.

4,

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES

,
DURATION

(HOURS) .
.2

.
,

3 s '''
StliCFIIRT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE .

,

'

.

1,

.

1.

. .

a
.

,/
.

.

i,

,

.

2. Practice'Safety Requirements in the
Performance of Requi;ed Tasks,

a. Without reference, describe welding
protective equipment and its use without error.

.

b.'Without reference, describe welding
equipment safety procedures without error.
. 4.

.1

'

.5- .

ip-

.

.5
A.

..."
,

..

*

Column l Reference CTS Reference

.

,..

,

course content,
and the student

-4 -SG-101. .,Review the

to every lesson througbout
lighting, metal specimens,

'

.

.

Performance of "Required

.

.

.

,

la Hone

Instructional Ha rials
3A2R53250 -4 -SG-101,

3A2R53250 -4 -HO -101,

.

Training Methods

Orientation
Bibliography

.

Discussion (.5 hr)

Instructional Environment/Design
Classroom (.5 hr)
Group/Lock Step

. .

Instructional Guidance

Explain the course objective, student responsibility,
and grading methods. Explain the school.polidies
critique program: Have student study 3AZR53250
Bibliography Handout. NOTE: This will apply
this POI. Emphasize conservation of classroom
electrical power and all expendable materials.

.
. (

Column I,Reference CTS Reference
2a, 28 1

.

Instructional Materials
3A2R53250-4 -SG -102,

Tasks

Training Methods

Practice Shop Safetl'In.the

1

. .

-. ,Discussion (..hr)

.

' .

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO. 3A2R53250-4 DATE 12 March 1975 BLOCK NO. I PAGE HO. 1

AT ORN
CZAR 72

PREVIOUS EDITIONS OtiSOLCTE.
u.s. GPO, 1172 -778- 103/1 28 (Final Copy -14% - S X ION

#

into ',Novak* to hula* fred draw Ms UR.
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-PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued) II
' - (

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES
I

DURATION
'2 triouRs) SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

t.
' . t

Nr

.

-

f

I 64

3. Pipe Welding Requirements and Specifications

a. Using a list, determine requirements
pertaining to pipe welding operations with 802
accuracy.

. . .

b. Without reference, identify and
describe pipe welding specifications with 80Z
accuracy. C

.

.

.

%.

.7,

.

4 ,

.

.

_

t %

.

4

(2/2)

-

i

Instructional Environment /Design

Classroom (.5 hr)
Group/Lock Step

.

Instructional Guidance -

Explain that protective equipment will be worn a1 all times during a
performance in the laboratory and that all students will conform to all
required talks, in accordance with AFM 127 -101. Have student complete
3AZR53250 -4 -SG -102. Instructor will use AFM 127-101, Industrial Safety
Accident Prevention Handbook, as reference.

Column 1 Reference CTS Reference
3a, 3b 2 .

Instructional Materials-
.

3AZR53250-4 -SG -103, Pipe Welding Requirements and Specifications
TO 00-25-224, Welding High Pressure and Cryogenic Systems

Training Methods
Discuasion (2 hrs) t

'

.

,Outside Assignment (2 hrs)

1

Instructional Environment/Design
--.

Classroom (2 hrs) p

Group/Lock Step
. .

Instructional Guidance . -,

Discuss pipe welding requirements &act specifications. Have each student

study TO 00-25-224 and make outside assignment (completion of 3AZR53230 -4 -
SG-103). '

. ..-
%

/
, /

' .
. ,

PLAN OF INSTRUCTION NO. 3A ;R53250-4 °Alt 12 March 1975 I BLOCK NO. I 1 PAGE NO. '2

ATC F ORM
MAR

337A
TS

PRCVIOUS ZOITIONS ORSOL6F..
Us GPO, 111737711.401/1211

, 1c,
ALL)

t(FInol Copy -14%- 8 X ION (Float nreactio.lio kcai a.; asp. t 1a id
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PLAO OF INSTRUCTIOV , on inuncD

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES DURATION
(HOURS)

, -. 7, e
SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

A
. .

4. Special Pipeline Welding Repair
Applications

a. Without reference,describe special
pipeline welding repair applications with 802
accuracy.

b Given a list.of statements, identify
procedure a pertaining to specitl pipeline

welding ripair applications with 802 accuracy.
r,

c. Without reference, describe operator
q i fications for special pipeline weldingil
applications with 80 accuracy.

..

d., Without reference, describe welding
.

techniques relating to-special pipeline repair
applications with 802 accuracy. li

t

1/4

.

...

S. Layout and Fit-Up of Various Types'of
Pipe Joints

'.-
.

a. `GiVen applicable equipment . And pipe
specimens, while observing all shOp safety
measures, 'lay out and fit.up various types of
pipe joints. Joints dust be beveled, to J1-1/2
degreeangaes with 1/32 inch lind'fade, clean,

/ -
and fret-of burrs.

--) At .

- .

7'

(5/2)

.
.

.

.

3

.
.

!
. ...."-0

; e
. .

.

ileo.

Column- 1 Aeferenc CTS Reference
4a,'4f, 4c, 4d' i 3

'E

.
*

Instructional Materials
.

3AZR53250-4 -SG-104, Special Pipeline Welding Repair Applications .
TO 00-25-224

. -

Training Me
io('Di hrs) /

'

tscusson.(5
)

.
.

, -
Outside Assignment (2 hrs) .-
Instructional Environment/Design

:Classtlkom (5 hrs) ..

.0'
. .Group/Lock Step

,

-

.Instructional Guidance - .

Explain specifications for special pipeline welding repair applications
and instruct each student on the proper preparation procedures prior to

-welding. Discuss operator qualifications for welding of high pressure
and cryogenic systems and special welding techniqnes applicable to
pipeline welding repair. ',Have each student respond to all written items
in the lesson. Have students study TO 00-25-224. Assign completion of
3AZR53250-4-SG4104 as outsAde assignment.

,
.

Column. Reference CTS Refelence 4A .
5a , 1, 4

. .
. .-

Instructional Materials

3AZR53250-4 -SG-105, Layout and Fit-Up of Various.Types of Pipe Joints
TO 90-25.:-224 :

.

,

.Training .Equipment .

Portable oxyacetylene ,cutting equipment Consisting. of 1 cart, 1 oxygen . .

cylinder, 1 acetylene cylinder, torch cOmplete with cutting tips,
regulators, and hoses (1)

Pedestal Grinder (1) :, AIL '''" . ,

Power Hacksaw (1)
Toolkit (8)

Drawing Table and Stool(1)
PCAN OF INSTRUCTION NO. 3A2R53250-4 0 TE 12 March 1975 BLOCK No. I PAGE HO. 3 /

ATC r°1 " 74 *337AMAR 3g
9

PHILVIOUS EDITIONS ONSOLETE.
1,73-77110403/$29 c(Flool Copy - 84% - $ X 104) Mut migetkm io &dads ova Micro Ibis MO
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. ' I' , PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued)
.

-

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OB4GTIVES
I

DURATION
AHOURN

2

. .
.,

. SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE3, 'ir
A.

. %

,

.

.

'
.

. , C

,

-
- '

, )

,.

6. Metallic Arc Welding Machine

a. Given a.metallic arc welding machine,
set up and make current adjustments for welding
carbon steel pipe joints. Se Jags are to be
made within the range of 80 o 120 amperes.

b. Given arc vel g electrodes, select,
the pioPer electrodes or weldihg carbon steel
pipe joints in the vertical, overhead, and
horizontal pitions. Each electrode selectedds

must be equal to AWS E-601Q.

.

.

I ,. -
.

. .

.

.

.

1'

.

(.5)

.

(.5)

. .

Training Methods .

Discussion/Demonstration (111r) A,

Performance (2 hrs)
_

1

,

1pstructional Environment/Design
Classroom (.5 hr) .

Laboratory (2.5 hrs)
Group/Lock Step

.

.Instructional Guidance
t

Emphasize the importance of proper layout sad fit-up of pipe joints.
Demonstrate the correct use of all equipMent and supervise each student
in the safe,operation of all equipment required in layout and fit-up
procedures. Have student study TO 00 -25 -224, and complete 3AZR53250 -4 -
SG-105. Emphasize conseriation of cleaning materials. ...

- .

Column 1 Reference CTS Reference
6a 5a .

.

-fib 5b
.

,

Instructional Materials' - ' '

3AZR53250r4 -SG-106, Metallic Arc Welding Mdchine
TO 00-25-;224

. .
.

Audio Visual Aids
.Chart: Color Code ?ossification of Electrodes

,

Training Equipment -

Metallic Arc Welding Equipment'consisting of 1 ding machine, welding
table, cables and electrode holder (1)

Training Methods
.

Discussion/Demonstration (.5 hr)
Performance (.5 hr)

Instrugional Environmeht/Design
Classroom (.5 hr)

. .

Laboratory (.5 hr)
Gro Lock Ste '
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued)'

.

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION ANO CRITERION OBJECTIVES
I

DURATION
(HOURS)

2

.

1

SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

:
.

.

.

_,..........-
.

.
.

,

7. Prepare Various Types'oI Pipe Joints for
Welding . .

a. Given the applicable equipment and
various typed of pipe specimens, while observing
all shop safety requirements, set up and prepare
joints for welding. Specimens dust be free
of burrs and all organic matter.

c

,

.

'

r

N
k

t'
.

. .--

v
4 .

.S)

.

,

3

.

.

(1/2)

-4-_, .

I
-N,Discuspion/Demonstration

I

,

.. %

4

,

.

Instructional Guidance
,

Demonstrate the correct current settings for carbon steel pipe welding.
Haveeach student set up the equipment and select the prayer welding
electrode for welding carbon steel pie joints in the vertical, overhead,
and horizontal positions. Have each student study TO 00-25-224, and
complete 3AZR53250 -4 -SG -106. Emphasize proper fit-lit to conserve
electrodes. . - '

.

Column 1 Reference _CTS Reference
7a . 1, 6
4 '

Instructional Materials

3AZR54250-4-SW-107, Prepare Va6s Types of Pipe Joints for Welding
T9 00-25-224 ,

. .

TrainingEquipment .

Vapor Degreaser (8)
Sandblast Machine (8)
. -

Training Methods ;

(.5 hr)
Perfo ce (.5 hr) .'

Outside signment (2 hrs)
I.

Instructional Environment/Design . .

Classroom (.5 hr)
Laboratory (.5 hr)
Group/Lock Step /

.
Instructional Guidance .

Emphasize the importance of proper prtparaSion prior to welding. Have
each Student prepare various--types of pipe joints for welding while
'observing all safety measures applicable to'Ose equipment. Have students
studs, TO 00-25-224, and assign completion of 3AZR53250-4-SG-107 as outside
assignment. t r

.

,

t.

...,

.
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued) .

Al;.UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES -., ." DURATION
(HOURS)

,
SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

. .,-----7---,

8. Metallic Arc Welding of Carbon Steel Pipe
Joints

.

.

.

a. Given metallic arc welding equipment
and carbon steel pipe specimens, while observing
all shop safety measures, set up and weld butt
joints in the fixed vertical position. Joints
;lust have 100Z penetration and be free of
overlap, undercut, and -slag inclusions for the
entire length of the weld.

, (...,

_ b. Given metallic arc welding equipment

22

(18/4)

4.) (2)

(2) )0

r

(2)

'''lliiboratory

(2)

,

.

.Column 1 Reference CTS Reference ,
4ir

...-

8a 1, 7a '

8b \
1, 7b

8c - 1, 7c
8d 1 7d

. 0

Be 1, 7e.
8f...e;-. .: 1, if
8g 1, a
8h, 1, 7h .

. .

8i , 1, 7i

Instructional Materials ' .and carbon a ee e specimens, while observing
all shop safety me res, at up and weld angle
joints in the fixed vertical position. 'Joints

must have 100% penetration and be free of
overlap, undercut, and slag inclusions for the
entire length of the weld. , ,

' c. Given metallic arc welding equipment
and carbon steel pipe specimens,.while observing
all shop safety measures, set up and weld tee
joints in the fixed vertical position. Joints
must have 30-to 80Z penetration and be free of
overlap, undercut, and slag inclusions for the
entire length of the weld.

'
.,,d,..,,d,.

d. Given metallic arc welding equipment
and carbon ateel.pipe gsWimens, while observing
all shop safety measures, set up and weld butt
joints in the fixed horimptal position. Joints
must have 100% penetration and be free of overlap,
undercut, and slag inclusions for the entAre
length of the weld.

e Given metallic arc welding equipment
and carbon steel pipe speclmens,'while observing
all shop safety measures, set upand Weld

.

3A21153250-4-S0,108, Metallic Arc Welding of'Carbon Steel Pipe Joints
TO 00-25-224

i
.

.

Training Equipment
Metallic Arc Welding Machine (1) -

Pedestal Grinder and Buffer (1)
Sandblast Machine (8) 4-

Training Methods -

Discussion/Demonstration (1 hr)
, ,Performance (17 hrs)

6
Outside Assignment (4 hrs)

-, )

instructional Environment/Design
0.8 hrs) .

...s , ._

Group/Lock Step

.

Instructional Guidance '

45Emphasize all shop safety applicable to position welding. Make sure
studenti use all the required protective equipment during all laboratory
Oerfoimance. Inspect all, welds after the first pass and recommend

-

improvements needed to complete a joint IAW TO 00-25-224. Have student
study TO 00.25-224, and complete 3AZR53250- 4- SG -1d8. Assign coppletion
of 3AZR53250-44G-108 as outside assignment. Emphasize conservation of
carbon steel pipe specimens'by.recutting and re-use. Conserve electrodes
by using to maximum of 2" 'stubs.

. ,
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,
p PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued)

_UNITS 0 F-INST,RUCTION-AN D-CRITERIOWORJEC TWE1 DU
(H

RATIOURON

S) SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDAICE

angles in the fixed horizontal position.
Joints must have 100% penetration and be free
of overlap, undercut, and slag inclusions for
the entire length of the weld.

,

.

f. Given metallic arc welding equipment
and carbon steel pipe specimens, while,observins
all shop safety measures, set up and weld tee
joints in the fixed horizontal position.

Joints must have 30 to 80% penetration and be
free of overlap, undercut, and slag inclusions
for the entire length of the weld.

g. Given metallic arc welding equipment
and carbon steel pipe specimens, while observing
all shop safety measures, set up and weld butt
jai the fixed overhead position. Joints
musThee 100% penetration and be free of over-
lap, undercut, and'slag inclusions for the
entire length of the weld.

.

h. 'Given metallic arc welding equipment
and carbon steel pipe specimens, while observing
all shop safety measures, set up and weld angle
joints in the fixed overhead position. Joints
must have 1002 penetration and be free of over-
lap, undercut, and slag inclusions for the
entire lengt of the weld. _,,,,'

i. Given metallic arc welding equipment
and car on steel pipe specimens, while observing
all s op safety measures; set up and weld tee
joints in the fixed 4vcrhead position. Joints
mist have 30 to 80% penetration and be free of
overlap, undercut, and slag inclusions for the
entire length of the weld.

411

(2)

.

(2)

.

(2)

(2)

(2)

, .

,

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

,

z-

,

,

.

-

.

.

.

.

.

-

1

.
i

.
.

.

.

.

..

.

.

,

.

.
.

.

.

4
.,

#
.-re -)

,

.

.

-,

Ale*
.

.

.

,
T.-

,

.

.

,

. .

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.
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,
. .

"

.

.

.
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued)

UNITS QF INSTRUCTION ANO CRITERION OBJECTIVES
I

'''

DURATION
(HOURS)

2
SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

3

9. Inert Gas Shielded Arc Welding of SiOnless
Steer Pipe .

a. Given inert gas shielded arc welding
equipment, set dip and make current adjustments
for welding stainless steel pipe joints.
Settings must be made within the range of 60 to
80 amperes.

b. Given inert gas shielded arc welding
equipment, set up.and make correct as flow
adjustments for welding stainless steel pipe
joints. Settings must be made within the range
of from 10 to 15 cubic feet per hour.

c. Given at/Ai:bless steel filler rods,
select the correct filler rod for welding
**aimless steel-pipe joints in the overhead,
vertical, and horizontal-positions. Each
filler rod must be correctly selected.

d. Givin inert gas shielded arc welding
equipment and stainless steel pipe specimens,
while observing all shop, safety measuresset k
up and weld butt joints in the fixed vertical
position. Jointsmust,htve 100% penetration
and be frhe of overlap, undercutt.and surface

oxidation for the entire length Of the weld.
,

e. Given inert gait shielded arc welding
equipment and stainless steel pipe specimens,
while observing all shop safety measures, set
up and weld anglejoints in the fixed vertical
position: Joints Muer have 100% penetration __

and be flee of overlap, undercut, and surface
oxidation for the entire length of thefteld.

1

,

14

,

(.3)

(.2)

.

(.3)

.

(1.5)

-

,(1.5)

Column 1 Reference CTS Reference
9a 8a
9b 86 _

9c 1, 8c
9d 1, .8d

9e 1, 8e
9f 1, 8f ,

9g . 1,A. "
9h 1, 8h
9i . 1, 8i .

.

.

9j . 1, 11.
.

9k 1, 8k A
91 . 1, 81
, _, .

Instructional Materials

3AZR53250-4-SG-109, Inert Gas Shielded Arc Welding of Stainless Steel
Pipe

TO 00-25-224
.

\

Training Equipment
Inert Gas Shielded Arc Welding Equipment (1)

.Pedestal Grinder and Buffer 11)

.

Training Methods

Discussion/Demonstration (2 bra) .
Performance (12 hrs)

Instructional Environment/Design .

Classroom (1 hr) 1
Laboratory (13 hrs)
Group/Lock Step .

Instructional Guidance
1

, .

Discuss machine current settings and gas flow requirements' for welding .

stainless steel pipe joints. Emphasize safety requirements for welding
in the overhead, horizontal, and vertical positions. Inspect; all welds
after the first pass and recommend improvements needed to complete,a
joint IAW TO 00-25-224. Have student study TO 00-25-224, and complete

.
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PLAN OF INSTRU ION (ContinuO4

. -

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES

,
DURATION

(HoORA SUPPORT MATERIALS AND =DANCE
)_._

it
f. Given inert gas shielded arc welding

equipmeht and stainless steel pipe specimens;
while observing all shop safety meatufei, set
up and weld tee joints in the fixed vertical
position. Joints must have 30 to 80% penetration
and be free of-overlap, undercut, and sutiace
oxidation for the entire length of the weld.

g. Given inert gas shielded arc welding
equipment and stainless steel,pipe specimens,
while obierving all shop safety measures, set
up and weld butt joints in thefixed horizontal
position. Joints must, have 100% penetration
and be free of overlap, undercut, and surface

oxidation for the entire length of the weld.

h. Given inert gas shielded arc welding
equipment and stainless steel pipe specimens,
while observing all shop safety measures, set
up and weld angle joints in the fixed hofizontal
position.' Joints must have 100% penetration
and be free of overlap, undercut, and surface

oxidation for the entire length of the weld.

i. Given inert gas sfiielded arc welding
equipment and stainless steel pipe,specimens,
while observing all shop safety measures, set
up and weld tee joints in the fixed horizontal
position. Joints must have 30 to 80% penetration
and be free of overlap, undercut, and sprface-
oxidation for the entire length of the weld.

.

j. Given inert gas shielded arc welding
equipment and stainless steel pipe specimens,
while observing all shop safety measures, set
up and weld -butt joints in the fixed overhead
position. Joints must have 100% penetration
and be free of overlap, undercut, and-surface
oxidation.for the entire. ..:th' of the weld.

(1.5)

(1.5)

5)

a

'

.

(1.5)

1 5)

. .
R53250-4 -SG -109. Emphasize condervaiion of argon shielding and

back-up gas by proper flowmeter adjustment. Recut and re-use pipe
specimens when possible.

.

. 0

,
..

,

.

Ill

. .

A

.

.

.

0

.

-

.

I.

,

I
.

.
. .

.

A

,

.

,..

.
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued) ,

owes OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES DURATION
(HOURS)

2 .
SUPPORT NAT ERIAL(S AND allOANCE

,
AV

k. Given inert gas shielded arc welding
equipment and stainless s ;eel pipe specimens,
while observing all shop safety measures, set
up and weld angle joints in the fixed overhead
position. Joints must have 100% penetration
and be free of overlap, undercut, and surface'

oxidation for theentire length of the weld.

ly Given inert gas shielded arc welding
equipmknt and stainless steel pipe, specimens,
while observing all shop safety measures, set
up and weld tee joints in the fixed overhead
position. Joints must have 30 to BOX penetra-
tion and be free of overlap, undercut,and

surface oxidation for the entire length of the
weld. "-

.

10. Inert Gas Shielded Arc Welding of Aluminum
Pipe Joints

a. Give! an inert gas shielded arc
welding machine, while observing all shop'safety
measures, set up and make correct current adjust-
uents for welding aluminum pipe joints. SettingE
must be made within the range of 110 to 130
amperes. .

b. Given an inetegas shielded arc
welding machine, while observing all shop safety
measures, set up and make correct gas flow
adjustments for welding aluminum pipe joints.
Settings mist be made within the range of 10
to 15 cubic feet per hour.

c. Given aluminum and aluminum alloy
filler. rods, select the correct filler rod for
welding aluminum or aluminqm alloy pipe joints.
Filler rod selected must be of the same
chemical co, .ositi.2 :. I . 1 . , ...

(1.5)

(1.2)

13

. .

(.3)

.

(.2)

.

.

,

4

._,
,

, N
.

.
--. 4

__

,

)

3

Column 1 Reference CTS Reference
10a 9a ,

10b 9b
10c 4 9c
1041

, 1, 9d 0

10e 1, 9e
10f 1, 9f
108 1,2g, ,

310h 1, 9h
10i 1, 9i

Instructional Materials

3AZR53250-4-SG-110, Inert Gas Shielded Arc Welding of Aluminum Pipe'Joints
TO 00-25-224

..- % sm

Training Equipment
cInert.Gas.Shielded Arc Welding Machine (1)

Pedestal Grinder and Buffer (1)
-

:
i'Training Methods

Discussion/Demonstration (1 hr)
,Performance 12 hr=
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PLAN Of INSTRUCTION (Continual)

-, UNITS OF INSTRUCTION AND CRITERION OBJECTIVES DURATION
(HOURS)

2

.
SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

d. -Given inert-gas shielded arc welding
equipment and alumiqum or aluminum alloy pipe
specimens, while observing all shop safety
measures, set up and 4,eld butt joints in the
fixed vertical position. Joints must have
100% penetration and be free of overlapunder-
cut, and surface Oxidation for the entire
length of the weld.

,, e. Given inert gas shielded arc-welding
equipment and aluminum or aluminum alloy pipe
specimens, while observing all shop safety
measures, set up, and weld angle-joints in the
fixed vertical position. 'Joints must have 100%
penetration and be free of overlap, undercut,

and surface oxidation for the entire length of
the weld.

f. Given inert gas shielded arc welding
equipment and aluminum or aluminum alloy pipe
specimens, while observing all shop safety
measures, setup aad weld tee joints in the-
fixed vertical position. Joints must have 30
to gO% penetration and be free of overlap,
undercut, and surface oxidation for le entir.e
,length of the weld.

g. Given inert gatOshielded arc welding
equipment and aluminum or aluminum alloy pipe .
specimens, while observing all shop safety
measures, set up anallreld butt joints in the
fixed hdrizental position. Joints must have
tb0%'penetration and be free of overlap,
undercut, and surfice oxidation for the entire
length of the weld.

.

'

(2)

(2)

'

(2)

(2)

Instructional Environment/Desie
.

,Classroom (.5 hr)
/Laboratory (12.5 hrs) ,

Group/Lock Step
-

Instructional Guidance ,

Emphasize all shop safety applicable to position welding. Hake sure:all
students use all the required p?otective equipment during all latoratory
performance. Inspect all welds after the first pass and recommend
improvements needed to complete a joint IAW TO 00-25-224. Have each
student study TO 00-25-224, and complete 3AZR53250-4 -SG -110.- Emphasize
conservation of -altiedhum and aluminum alloy pipe specimene;'welding rod
and argon gas.

.

, .

.

/
e

,
1

-

. N

.

--

.

.

.
...----

.
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PLAN OF INSTRUCTION (Continued) *

UNITS OF INSTRUCTION ANO CRITERION OBJECTIVES
(HOURS)N SUPPORT MATERIALS AND GUIDANCE

h., Given inert gas shieldgd arc welding
equipment and aluminum or alumidum alloy pipe
specimens, while observing all shop safety
measures, set up and weld angle joints in the
fixed horizontal position. Joints must have
100% penetration and be free gf overlap,
undercut, and surface oxidation for the entire
length of the weld. -

.

1. Given inert gas shielded arc welding
equipment and aluminum or aluminum alloy pipe
specimens, while observing all shop safety
measures, set up sad weld tee joints in the
fixed horizontal position. Joints must have
30 to 80% penetration and be free of overlap,

undercut, and surface oxidation for the entire
length of the weld.

11. Related Training (identified is course chart3

12. Measurement Test and Test Critique

13. Course psitique and Graduation

.

.

-
-

,

4-
. t

.

,

,

.

.

.

,

,7'
f

.

.

.

.

.

,

.

. ,

.

(2)
4

(2)

10

1

1

_

,

.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.
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.
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LESSON PLAN,. ( i' cit. , e rat)
APPROVAL etrrice.,ANo DATE

("\TW7T1 / 7,17/ v. 7f--"?'''''"-- -<
INSTRUCTOR .

q..(..OURSr ..wkieEn .

IAR53151 -2 '

.--------Wiri-disufitgit--ascrUtuPrciture

COURSE TITLE

Welding High and
'BLOCK TITLE

Low Pr:Figure Line?: 0

1)
__.

BLOCK NUMBER
4 I

Lisa iLESSON TITLE
. .

.'Orientation
..

S$ON DURATION - ---41fCL ASSPOOM 7-----Laboratory
D&D ...2..hri,Ferf None

GomPiemestary
NOA.,

TOTAL

.5 hr 's-

P0I REFERENCEPAGE NUMBER
.

1 a
PAGE DATE

12' Ms.?' 75
PARAGRAPH .

1.
.. -

STS/CTS REFERENCE ,,,

NUMBER
.

GH524AZB.53151A__
DATE

14 April-75 .

-\...APPROVAL .SUPERVISOR
SIGNATURE DATE

SIGNATURE BATE

.

.
. .

.

_ . -
-

,---,
I' ....

.----z..
___

PRECLASS PREPARATION
'''0,111SEOUrPmENT LOCATED ,,

IN LABORATORY -
EQUIPMENT-'

FROM SUPPLY

,

CLASSIFIED MATERIAL , AOHIc AIDS AIM
UNCLASSIFIED MATERIAL--.:-.--

Nome

.

f
. .

None

t .
,

a

. .

a

None

.
.

.

I

p

LOAZR53151 -2 -SG 101
2.3AZR53151+2-H07101

,
CglTER1014 OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

,
*

" a. School Orientation. Conducted IAW Sch. Reg 50-18 Attachment 3 Outline

bdTo prepare the advanced course students with knowledge of the purp9se and
operation of the Graduate Evaluation Program so that they may effectively
use.the system.

. -4.0

-
.,

*0

'

..
N.

44.
.....

A. ,

`

1. .""*. , _ .e. ,

Teaching steps are listed, a Tart II.
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1. 'Attention:

INTRODUCTION 67.414/./.

14

2. ReviCw:

3. Overview:

4.- Motivation:
1400

BODY

Presentation:

$0.1 1. CoUrse objectives and,mission.

a. increase knowledge and skill in
welding operations.

b." Train Air Force welders in 1 1,

class A welding operations.

2.- Course responsibilities.

a. Provide training materials,
equipmenr and supervision.

Provide for remedial instruction
when necessary.

Supervise weldingqOperations
-for proper safety procedures.

3.. Student responsibilititT;

a.' Personal conduct

^:
turfas ;

(1) Classroom or lab 4
. .attendance

(2) IL absn.ce except
emergency or sickness A.

TIME: ..20/rtiA),

41

O



11,

(3) Safety procedures must
be followed

(a) No horseplay

b. Cleann

aF
(1) Immediate area

(2) Classroom

(3) Area used (booths,
tabies, etc.)

c. Conserve equipment and
materials

(1) Put scrap metal in
proper containers

4. Course content

a, Orientation

b. Shop safety

c., Pipe welding requirements
and specifications

4-d7=. Special-pipe line welding
repair applications

e. Layout and fit-up of
various types.of pipe
joints

f. Metallic arc welding
machines

-
g.' Prepare. various typ &s. of pipe

joints for welding

h. Metallic arc.wclding of
carbon steel pipe joints

,A
i. Inert as shielded arc

welding of stainless steel
pipe

1. Inert gas ,shielded arc

welding of aluminum Pipe
joints

I 2

4

1



4

5. Gradin& methods

a. Crit'erion test'

b.' Worfc projects,

c. Written test

6,' School;

a. Uniform and appearance

b. 'Driving cars to 'school,

c. School_hours

d. SMOking

e. Breaks

f,'Miliihry cou

7. Student criti
r0)

a. Base
mid-c u

0.

esy
=

4 U

e

.
.1

b. CourSe riticrue ddtiIg
*

last we k

8%

1. Summa.ry

RemoLivation

CONCLUSION TIME :

ON,

3. 'Assilnment: Students will read 3A2t5350 -xps -102

, 410
sti .

,

11r

so C
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DI OC:11 NIIMOT It III IA K ro.t..r .I
. . Welding High'and Low Pressure LineuLESSON I IT% E . 4 .

Practice Shop Safety in the Performance of Required Tasks

Classroom/Laboratory
D&D .5 hr/Peerf Pone

-LESSON DURATION
Cempiementexy
None

TOTAL

.5 hr
POI REFERENCEPAGE NtIMEIER

PAGE. DATE

a _A AR
NumeeP

z -2
.IGNAT URt

Iw

PARAGRAPH

STS OS REFERENCE
DATE

/ tg

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL
?

DAT
SIGNATURE PATE

Oc AI Fn
IN L AsplIAT.NlY

.4one

PRECLASS PREPARATION

QUIPMENT
r trof9 SUPI LT CLASSIFIED MATERIAL GRAPHIC AIDS ANO

--UNCLASSIFIED MATERIAL

None None
1. 3i3Z12SAfri

102_ ,

rciTERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

a. Without reference, describe welding protecti.h equipment-and its use without
error.

41).-, Without reference, deocribe welding equipment safety procedures without error.

Teaching steps are listed in Part II.

ATC r1uAl°in Tr 770.
f

A `

Ors

ti ao Ili1a 771I
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1 t

1 --
INTRODUCTION TIME:

Ao,
1. Attention:

2. Review:

3. 04erview:

4. Motivation:

BODY

Presentation:

1. Safety

a. General housekeeping

(1) Cleanliness of work area

(aY No books or paper
in welding area

(b) Store combustible waste
in self closing containers

(2) Mark hot metal when left
unattended

(a) Chalk mark time you
stopped welding

b. Personal equipment,

(1) Remove jewelry prior to
entering welding area

TIME

.s.



(2) Wear appropriate. clothing
. safety equipment

(a) No loose clothing or
.cuffs on trousers

(b) Leather or asbestos
gloves

(c) Leather aprons and
jackets

(d) High top shoes

(e) Eye protection

1 Approved welders
helmet and eye
goggles

2 Fu-11 face shield

(clear) when grinding'
metal

(3) Use extreme caution when
operating equipment

(a) PtiWer shears

1 Only oneman May
operate at any time

(b) Wel4ing machines

1 Use appropriate safety
precautions for operating
electrical equipment

2 Shield the area around
the welding operations to
prevent spectators and
nearby personnel from
receiving eye damage

C. Mechanical and chemical cleaning
of equipment

(1) Grinders and buffers

(a) Face shield required

(b) Use caution to avoid cuts
and burns

4

r
A 'kJ



rs

a)

(2) Chemical cleaning

r\ (a) Flammable

(b) Caustic

(c) Toxic

(d) Use only in well

ventilated aka

4

Application!: Given a series b uestions concerning' protective equipmint and
welding equipment safety, each student will select the correct
response for 80% of the questions.

Evaluation: Instructor will check students safety test for 80% accuracy.

CONCLUSION,

1. SuMraary

r

2. Remotivation

c,

3. Assignment: Have stddsrliS read 3AZR53250-X-WS-103

"

TIME
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LESSON PLAN. ( F art I, General)
PPROVAL'OFFICE ANO OAT F I INSTRUCTOR
L TI (0;4 ,./ 6. 7r' ,c.st..)_,_.....--

COURSE NUMBER , COURSE TITLE
3,9ao s--31-5-/ -a ,Welding High and Low Pressure Lines
BLOCICNUMBER BLOCK TITLE

Welding.High and Low Pressure Lirtesi .
4E3SON TITLE , . ..

'n,Pipe Welding Requirements and Specifications
LESSON OuRAliONLTT anort)oni/Laboratory UompIomentary , TOTALDUD 2 hrs/Perf None 2 hrs _ 4 hrs
POI REF t RENCEPAGE NUMBER

PAGE IDA TF
PARAGRAPH2

-2. ni fl. 13 7 C---
STS/CTS REFERENCENUMBER

PATE
01152- 3.9z R _5-3) s-i -.Z I c4 /1 PR IL. 73-

surf RvsSOR APPROVAL
SIGNATURE DATE sioNATI:mo,. DATE"

.
.

PRECLASS PR PARATION
EQUIPMENT LOCATED EQUIPMENT

GRAPHIC AIDS AND zCLASSIFIED MATERIAL.IN LABORATORY FROM SUPPLY
UNCLASSIFIED MATERIAL

None - None None 1. 3P2R -5.3 isi -.27-%
103

4111

- 2 . TO
.

e.;C: .;' .-71,21
.

.

-
CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND 'TEACHING STS

a. Using a li,..,t, determine, requirements pertaining Lo pipe welding operationswith 80% accuracy.

b. Without rc)forenc'e, ideptify and describe pipe welding specifications with807', accuracy.
.

Teaching steps-are listed. in Part II...'
40 .

9r . .9 .
'

. '
' .

.
II .

4
4, . I

,Ztril.glirit

ATC m"
AUG

T2 770
t? GPO. 117i TM-see/it



INTRODUCTION TIME

2. Review:

3. Overvieig:

4. Motivation:

BODY

Presentation

1. -Welding requirements

a. Demonstration of
-proficiency

(1) To achieve qualified status.
the operator shall demon-

.

strate his skill or profic-,
iency by welding joints as
specified in MIL-T-5021D,

Aircraft and Missile Welding

0pvator's Qualifications..:

(a) Butt, angle and tee pipe
joints of carbon steel,
stainless steel, and
aluminum in the fixed

vertical, horizontal, and
overhead positions.

0
17,

:19

I

TIME:

4

30



0

^31

2. Welding specifications

a. .Welding process

Wit

(1) Metallic arc

(2) Tungsten inert gad (TIG)

b. Preheat treatment

c. Post heat treatment

d. Type of electrode and flux

(1) The composition of the
electrode or filler rod will
conform to that of the metal
being welded

e. Mechanical properties of test
speciment

Application:

1. Given a series of questions concerning
pipe welding requirements and specifications
select the correct response for 80% of the
questions.

Evaluation:

1. Instructor will check students test
results for 80% accuracy. -

CONCLUSION ,

1. Summary

,

2. Remotivation

3. Assignment': have"students read 3AZR5315I-X-WS-104.

;

710

TIME:
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71 LIMAIM

ApOROvAlenr ric Ar1n nAto
TI I er 74-
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LE-SCON Tilt

-Special Pipe Line Welding Repair Applications.

ESSON PL AN (f art I, -General)
IN IT RGCTOR

rirLE

,Welding High and Low Pressure Lines
III ntN 7 It v'E
Welding High and Low Pressure Lines

LESSON DURATION
Classroo- lii7labeiatorr -Complementary
D&D - 5 hro/Perf None 2 hrs

TOT Al.

7 hrs

RAGE NUMDFR POI REFERENCE
P A r DATE

g 7S
STS/CTS REFERENCE

PARAGRAPH

NUMDF

CH52- 3 A.ZR sn) -
cI/,NAI HR7

DATE

1g ()Pitir
SUPERVISOR APPROVAL

DATE Si GI4 AT U RE DATE

routput t OC. Al 1*
IN 1. ARGRA7oPy

None

PRECL ASS PREPARATION

E0tiPmF
FROM SIIPI LV CLASSIF JED MATERIAL GRAPHIC AIDS AND

ASSIF 1E0 MATERIAL

None None 1. 3,qz,es-3)s-r-.2,4.z,-

104
2. TO

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS.

a. Without reference, describe special pipeline welding repair applications.with
80% accuracy. ,N

identify procedures pertaining to'special pipeline
with 80% accuracy.

. Givqn a list statements,
welding repair, applications

c. Without rPferfuice, describe

applications with 80 accur
operator qualifications for special pipeline welding

acy.

Without reference, describe welding techniques, relating to special pipeline -
repair applications with 80% ?ccuracy.

Thing steps are listed in Part II.

ATC "AU"G

m
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1. Attention

2. Rev 0

'ff

3. Overview

. 4. Motivation

Presentation

1. Welding repair applications

a. Refrigeration

b. Chemical

c. Petroleum systems

INTRODUCTION

BODY TIME:

d. Industrial gas and air systems
and plants

e. Missiles (Cryogenics)

.f. Advantages

(I) Neatness

(2) Compactness

(3) Rigidity

(4) fow cost



2. Preparations foi welding-

a. Cleaning

(1) Rust

(2) Scale

(3) Oil aid-grease

b. Butt joint

(1) Most common

(2) Where wall of pipe is
less than 3/16"

(a) Bevel 37 1/2°*

(b) Root face land,1/16"

(c) Light materials bevel
on grinder

c. Pipe of large diameter wall
thickness

(1)-Bevel 20 - 37 1/2°

(2) Usually supplied with
'V bevel

(a)Use.Oxyacetylene torch

d. Alignment, of pipevends

(1) Channel, angle iron.

(2) Clamps

(3) Backing ring

(as' Ring sh4ed strap

(b) Used in assisting operator

3
1 Secure penetration

2 Alignment of pipe ends

3 Check gl.bules and slag

f.



a

a

(4) Tack )gelds'

(a) Mipimum of four

d. Teeongle joints

,.(1) Same preparations as
bu Clint

(2) re icult. to fit up

(a) Use temilate

3. Operator qualitkcations

a. 19 00-25-224 Welding High.
easure and Cryogenic Systems

(1) Class A welders

(2) Class B weld rs-1

b. Certification

(1) Requirements'

71,),

WM/0 ;

es

Welding techniques

a. Vertical position
4L

(1) Hold-electrode
perpendicular t latd

. (14 Point electrod
IP ta start

0

1,1

-

(3) Build

40

0

oint electrode upward
to continue die weld

(1 fI1Control.fiOw o-metal.

<a) Use electrode.
manipulation

1
Allow Ottal to
solidify

2 Arc never broken

0

r

3 5-

.11110-.



N.

3Io

p.

(bOold short arc

(c) Lower current setting

(d) Smaller electrode

(e) Reverse polaritir

E 6010 electrode 3/16"
.maximum size ,

AW

b. Overhead position.

'(1) Hardest position

(a) Oyercome forces

1 Cravity

2 Surface tension of
electrode

-

(2) Weld metal transfer

(a) Forces in electric arc

"(b) Expansion of gases

(c). electrode

1 E 6010

2 Site 3/16"

(d) Short arc

(e) Angle of.electkode

(f) Also hel ed by

1 Adhes

- 2 Surface ten
.

-`

ti

END, OF DAY SUMMARY

.4

7

c

Assigrant: have students review 3AZR53250-X-WS-104,notes taken in class.

74
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1.

37

Continuation.

I. Remotivation

2. Review

Presentation

Application:

INTRODUCTION TO NEWDAY'S INSTRUCTION

I. Liven a series of questions concerning special pipe line welding repair,
preparation procedures, operator qualifications and welding techniques,
select the correct response for 80% of the questions.

`10

OmN Evaluation:
Alp

1. Instructor will check students' teats for 80% accnracy.
4

CONCLUSION TIME:

1. Summary

1
2. Remotivation

3. Assignment: have students read 3AZR53250-X-WS-105

10.
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.INSTRUCTOR
a -

.
couRse NUIABER

3 II zi ..)---),s--1- 2
COURSE TITLE

4r: I .
:Welding High and _Loy Preesmi. LinAq

BLOCK TITLE

Welding nigh. and Low Pressure Lines

RL,OCK NUMBER

I
LESSON TITLE

a ., .

Layout and Fit-up of .Various Types Of Pipe Joints \
4 LFSION DURATION: '

,Glaseroom Laboratory ,

DO 1 hr Perf 2 hrs
Comp emeptary
No

T L ,

a3 hrs
-POI REFERENCE

PAGE NUMBER

y 3 + I/
PAGE DATE ,. -

'IA 11261L?(--`
PARAGRAPH

STS/CTS REFERENCE .
'NUMBER

aC1152- 3aliS3r.ri .....

Dagay.E
. .b-/ f;PRIL ,(--

SUPERVIkTR APPROVAL
SIGNATURE DATE SIGNATURE DATE4_!.m...---

qs ,
a .

.
_ .

1IN ' PRECLASS PREPARATION
FotHrHcHr LovArt n ,

IN L ADOPATOPY
EousPEHT

FROM SUPPLY % CLASSIFIED MATERIAL
1

GRAPHIC AIDS AND
UNCLASSIFIED MATERIALI. Portable QxyacefF-

lene Cutting Equip-
ment consisting of
1 cart, a oxygen'
cylinder, .1 acety-
lene ,qylinder,

torolt complete with
cutang tips,
navIdafnya anti hnnala(1)

t

,

,

r
f

,

None

a

1.3/4z.f2.5-315-1 -..-5c
105 '

2. TO )-

00 -25- 2/2-9"

. .

on reverse) CRITERION OBJECTIVES ANO TEACHING STEPS,(cont

,
h. Given applicable equipment and pipe' specimens, while observing all shop safe* 'measures, lay out and fit up various t es of .pipe joints. Joint's must bebeveled to 37 1/2 degree angles with, 1 32 inch land face, clean, and free of .burrs.

.1*

,.1.
Teaching steps are listed in Part II..

. ,
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INTRODUCTION TIME:

1. Attention:

.s-2. Rev

.3cY

3. Overview: During this lesson you will learn layout and fit up of various
types of pipe joints for welding.

4. Motivation:

BODY TIME:

Presentation:

1. Layout and fit up of pipe
joints for welding

a. Butt :joint using pipe

4
(1) Most common joint

(2) Where val.l of pipe is less,

than 3/16"

(a) Bevel 20 to 37 1/2°

NOTE: Draw joints on chalkboard and
layout of each

(3) Pipe of large diameter wall
thickngia

(a) Use-backing ring

(4) Reinfortatent

(a) Not in excess of 1/16" -

b. Tee joint using pipe

(1) One member forms an angle
to another-Ar



r11101111

c. Angle joint using pipe

(1) One member forms an angle
to anpther

(a) Problem of fit-up much
greater

(b)-Template is needed to
insure correct fit-up

1 Materials needed for
template

a Straight edge

b Triangle

c Compass

d Rule

e Paper and pencil

Agplidation:

1. Given material, students will lay out and
*t-up various types of pipe joints in
'accordance with TO 00-25-224 and TO 34W4-1-5.

2. Students will observe all safety precautions
during accomplishment of projects,

Evaluation:

/ 1. Studentq,projects will be checked for'
fit-up and alignment. .

1. Summary

2. Remotivation

CONCLUSION

3. Assignment: have students read 3AZR53f5j-27WS-106
4

t.

TIME:
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\ - LESSON PL AN ( P in 1, Central)

LIAPPROVAL OFFICE AND DATE

a..%TWSTI 61,/ 7.s" ge,,,,,,.---. INSTRUCTOR" __

COURSE N WhiE R

.Z. f. S.-
COURSE TITLE _

Welding Iiigh and Low Pressure Lines'et OCk ,lliMPtrM

I IN Ot-K 1'71 I

Weld inc High and Low Pressure Lines___--
I r sloN fill; . ,

Metal 1.).c Are We tiling Machines
_

LESSON DURATION
Clansroora7LiboratOry ' 1 pipotementary
D&D .5 hr 'erf .5 hr one

TOT AL

1 hr
POI REFERENCEPAGF Numnrn

...._

PAGE DATE
PAR AGRArN

___

SrS CTS REFERENCENumnI rl
nArE.r'- : sal - /of A Ft? ) i, 7t

SUPERVISOR APPROVAL
'IGNA f 1,11E DATE SIGNATURE DATE

--.....

PRECLASS PR RARATION
EQUIPMENT I 0( AT ro

IN L. ANORAT 1,11Y
EQUIPMENT

FROM SUPPLY CLASSIFIED MATERIAL GRAPHIC AIDS ANO
UNCLASSIFIED MATERIAL1. Metallic Arc

Welding tFst.i a ine AT
(ck,..-..7.4i, G it i wetth.v

tiviatke tuEtuiri, 1-146141
04,36es .1^fro oitc;76b,..)
14cLOc'fZ cl)

None

.

.

.

None

k

1. 3P2.12S-3).5-/-2 -Sc.,
106

2. TO
-.' ;7, _:- ---".-1

ric,-,-; color calf. ,,

C.
I 0 .. :,,,,, run, (-F.'

IT L e , -, 'c.c. t., .-.4 ',..

rPITF RION ORJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

a. 'Given a metallic arc welding machine, set up and take current adjustments forweldinit carbon steel pipe joints. Settings are to be made'within the range of80 to 120 amperes.

b. Given arc cp:Iding electrodeo, select the proper' electrodes for welding' .carbon 5t et,1 pipe j'ints in the vertical, overhead, and horizontal positions.Each electrode sele-.ted must be equal to AWE E-6010..
i. .

Teaching step:-, are listed in Part II.
1

,
-.. .
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INTRODUCTION

ATTENTION:

REVIEW:

OVERVIEW:

MOTIVATION:

Time:

BODY Time:

PRESENTATTON:

1. Principles of operation and use of
various types of electric arc
welding machines.

a. Fundamentals of electricity

(1) Electrical current has 'a
positive and negative
terminal or pole

(2) Polarity is the direction
of current flow

(3)

(a) Straight polarity
electrode negative1
work positive

(b) Reverse polarity
electrode positive,
work negative

Electric circuit - A Complete
conducting path over which an
electric current flows

(4) Electromotive Force (EMF) or
volt - the' push that moves the

current

Qb (5) Ampere the rate of

current flow



(6) Ohm - the unit of resistance
to the current flow

..s

(7) Arc stream - a break or

gap current flows across

b. Type? of welders

c
(1) A.C. Welders

k

0

(a) Trans rmer A.C. welders have no
polarity choice

1 Mosb commonly used

2 Most economical

a Lower initial cost

b Lower, maintenance cost

3 Rated in amperes

4 Main parts

a transformer

b frame

c ventilating system

d shell

e adjustment mechanism

(2) AC-DC welding machines

(a) Produces both currents through
the use of a_rectifier

(3) .D.C. Welders

(a) Driven by suitable
motive power

1 Gasoline engine

2 Diesel engine

3 Electric motor

62

100 to 1200



a

(b) Variable voltage type

1 Voltage automatic

2 Amperage manual

(c) Dual control type

1 voltage manua;

2 amperage manual

2. Set up and'adjust welding machine
preparatory to welding

a. Current setting

(1) Size of electrode

(2) Thickness of'metal

(3) Skill of operator

(a) In general,-,0e proper
current settings are
obtained from experience
and should be adjusted to
fulfill the requirements of
the particular welding
operation.

b. Forces responsible for metal
deposition are: '

(1) Gravity,

(2) Gas expansion

(3) Electric force

(4) Electromagnetic force

(5) Surface tension

c. Magnetic arc blow

(1). Erratic shifting of the arc

(2) Induced by D.C. current

(3) Overcome by

D

4/4

15-45 volts

1/8 uses approx 110-J35 amp.

ti

A



(a) Change position of
ground

(b) Change angle of
electrode

d. Major factors determining the
quality of the weld

(1) Current setting

(2) Length'gf arc

(3) Angle of electrode

(4) Speed of travel

(5) Selection of electrod

3. Perform operator maintenance of arc.
welding machines 4

a. Cleaning

b. Check cables electrode holder

c. Fuses

4. Types ofcoatings on electrodes and types
of electrodes

a. Designed with wire core and
coated

(1) Preventiou of oxides and nitrides

4 (a) Causes brittleness in weld

.16 -b. Types of electrode:

(1) Bare

(2) Light coated

(3) Heavy 75ed

c. Types of coatings:

(1) Cellulose

(a) Derived from wood pulp,
sawdust, cotton or com-
positions of rayon. J

C'
r

C.L.A.S.S. Rule

ti

\-1
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lonI

11.,

Of

(b) D.C.R.P. current

(c) Protests weld with gas
shield

(2) Mineral

(a) Clay asbestos

(b) D.C.S.P. current

(c) Protects with slag

5. Select and identify electrode types by

a. Military specifications

(1) Air Force Supply Catalogs

identify arc welding elec-
trodes by military specifica-
tion number MIL-E6834

(a) Class _A last two digits
111. 12'or 13
le

(b) Class B last two digits
10 or 11

(c) Class C used to weld
chrome molybdenum and
chrome nickel molybdenum
steel when heat treatment
is required

(d) Class D same as -Class C on
only gives deeper penetration

b. A.W.S. numerical and color code

(1) !> digit code Example: E6013

(a) Letter stands for
meo

electrodes

(b) First 2 digits = PSI
in thousands 60

(c) Third digit = recommended
position 1

(d) Fourth digit.,= type current 3

(2) Five digit number

'Li t)



(a) Same as 4 except first 3
digits = tensile strength
in thousands of PSI

..(3) Color -code

(a) Primary - top tip of
electrode

(b) Secondary - spot or band
about 112" from top

(c) Group - just below upper
edge of flux , p

6. Most common electrodes

a. E6010

(1) No color marking

(2) All position

(3) DCRP

(4) Cellulose coating

(5) Best for vertical and
overhead work

(a) Good penetration

(b) Most used electrode

b. E6011

(1) Blue secondary

(2) All position

(3) AC or DCRP

(4) Designed as 6010 except for
use on At

(1) White on secondary

(2) All position

(3) AC or DCSP

I

kJ ki



_44-711ineral coating

(5) Very good for poor fit ups

(a) Less penetration

d. E6013

(1) Brown secondary

(2) All position

(3) AC or DCSP

Application:

1. Given equipment and materials
students, will:

4
a. Set up and adjust welding machine

for pipe welding without error

b, Select the proper electrode for
pipe welding in the vertical,
overhead and horizontal positions
without error

2. Students will observe all safety
precautions during accomplishment
of project

Evaluation:

I., Students4 projects will be checked for

a. ProPer,set up current-adjustmAtt
and electrode selection

b. Use of safety precautions during
V' accomplishment of project

1. Summary:

2. Remotivation:

1) 3. Assignment: Have students read
3AZR53250-X-WS-107

CONCLUSION TINE:
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CRITERION O CTIYES AND TEACHING STEPS
. ,a. Giventhe applicable equipment and various typee.of pipe specimens, whileobserving all.shOp .?afety requirements, set up and prepare joints for welding.Specimens must be free of burr: and all organic 'natter.

- ,,- ..,/ 0, ,t
....

3 .
.Teaching t.3 te ps ,3 re: 1 1 n tr:d in Part II me . . . c. .
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A

1. AtghtiOn

2. Review,41,...

3. Overview

4. Motivation

tl

INTRODUCTION.

Presentation
4

1. Prepare pipe-joints 'or
welding

P pe specimens provided

(1) Precut

(2) Bevefed

A

b. Cleaning procedures'

(1) Remove all:

(a). Rust

(b) Scale

(c) paint

(d) Oil and.grease

0

TIME:

BODY TIME

G*)

14,

SO
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CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND LEACHING ST EPA ,

itt.a. Given metallic are welding equipment ;.1.nd'carbon steel pipe specimens, while
observing all Shop safety measures, set up and weld butt joints in the fi e
vertical position. Joints must have 10070 penetration and be free of overlap,
undercut, and slag inclusions for the entire length of the weld.'

b. 'Given metallic aie weiciptg equipment and carbon steel pip specimens while
.observing :ill shop safRysmeasures, set tqf and weld ancle-jdints in the fixed
vertical* position. Joints mfthave 100% peneLratio71 and be free of,overlap,
undercut, and slag inclusionS fo the entire length of tligyeld:

c. Given metallA arc welding equipment and carbon steel pipe specimens, while
obrArvin all shop tafety measures, set up 'and weld tee joints in the fixed
vertical position. Joints must have 30 to 80Y0'penetration arid be free of

1.-14. overlap, undercut, and slag inclusions for the entire length of the weld.

.
A e

.

.

.

Alt m° "M72 770 t, r/ aro. 1.71 77 MO)



LESSON PLAN (Port 1,/hGenerol) CJNTIHUATION SHEET

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING ST E PS (Contonued)

d. Given metallic arc welding equipment and carbon steel pipe specimens, while
observing all shop Safety measures, set up apd weld butt joints in the fixed
horiwntal position. Joints must have l00 penetration and be free of overlap,
Undercut, and slag in:lwionsfor the entire length of; the weld.

e. Givpn metallic arc welding equinment and curbon oteol pipe specimens, whIls
observing all shop safety, measures, set up and weld angles in the fixed horizontal
position. Joints must have 100% penetration and be free of overlap, undercut,
and slag inclusions for the entire length of the weld.

Given metallic are wording equipment and carbon steel pipe specimens while obderv-
mg all shop s.af4Ity measures, set up and weld tee joints in the fixed horizontal
positign. Joints. must have 30 to 80% penetration and be free of overlap,
undercut, and slag mclusions for the entire length of the weld.

Givr: metallic arc
Dboerving all .rop
overhead position.
undercut, and slagl

h. Given metallic arc
observing all(shoy

pakt overhead position.0

undercut, and slag

i. Given metallic arc
.observing all shop
overhead pooition.'

overlap, undercut,

welding equipment and carbon steel-pipe apecimme while
safety measures, set up and weld butt joints in the fixed
Joints must have 100% penetratiOn and be free of overlap,

inclu3ions.for the entire length of the weld.

welding equipment and carbon steel pipe specimens while
safety measures, set, up and weld angle joints in the fixed
Joints must hal-re 1".00!% penetration and be free of overlap,

inclusions for the entire length of the weld.

welding equipment and carbon steel pipe specimens while'
safety measures, set up and weld tee joints in the'fixed
Joints must have 30 to 80% penetration and be free of

and slag inclusions for the entire length of the weld.

Teachift steps are listed in Part II.

4

J
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1. Attention

2. Review

3. Overview

4. Motivation

Presentation

ea.N.

40- vlaver

1 INTRODUCTION TIME:

BODY TIME:

Weld joint Of carbon steel in the
fixed vertical Ooditios2

ertical position welding

re difficult than flat

(2) Short arc

(3) Reverse polarity

(.4) AWS - E - 6Q10 electrode,

b. technique for welding vertical

*(1) Hold electrode perpendicular
to plate

(2) UpWard tilt of electrode tip

(3) Point electrode down'eb. start

(4) Shelf
. ,

(5) Nedik-break arc

4.

.53

Jo.



(6) 3/16" electrode max diameter
for vertical welding

c. Joint preparation and specifications

'(1) 1/8" material

(2) No special pt:eparation,

(3) 1/4" or heavier

(4) Beve,1ed

(a) .1

,(6) U

(c) V

2. Weld joints of carbon steel in the fixed
overhead and horizontal ppsitians to
specifications,.

a. ,Overhead welding

(1) Errection of structures

(2,) HArCfest position

L. Wald u,ct L L Eptettcs t

(1) Forces in electric arc

(2) Expansion of gases

:(3)- Electrode

(a) Type. 4

(b) Size 3/16"

,(4) Short arc

(5) Angle of electrode,

(6) Al/o helped by

(a) Adhesion

(b) Surface tension

(c) These help overcome

S

1



1 Gravity

2 Surface tension of
electrode

c. Preparation and specifications

(P Clean metal ,

(2) 1/8" or under

(3)'1/4" or heavier

(4) Beveled

(a) J

(b) U

(c) V

d. Welding TeChniques

(1) Hold short arc

(2) Don't weave

Z.

(3) Angle depends on type joint

e. Safety

(1) Wear protective clothing

(2 Check for electrical Wizards

3. Application: Each student will weld
carbon steel pipe butt, tee and angle
Joints in the fixed vertical, horizontal
and overhead positions...

6

Summary

END 6F.DAY SUHHARY

2. Assignment: Have,,students review 3AZA3250 -X -WS -108
and notes taken ih class.

; #19

wow
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INTRODUCTION TO NEW DAY'S INSTRUCTIONS

Continuation

1. Remotivation

of*
. Review,

Presentation

Application:

1. Students will continue toWeld carbon steel pipe butt; tee and angle
joints in the fixed vertical, horizontal and overhead positions.

OmS 2. Students will observe all safety precautions.

END OF DALLAIRMI-IARY

Summary:

Assignment: Have students review 3AZR53250-X-WS-108 and notes taken in
class.

,Continuation

1. Remotivation

2. Review

I))

INTRODUCTION fT0 NEW DAY'S INSTRUCTIONS

0



S7
Presentation

Application:

1. Students will continue to weld carbon steel pipe butt, tee and angle
joints in the fixed, vertical, horizontal and overhead positions.

2. Students will observe all safety precautions.

Evaluation: Welds will be checked for porosity, slag inclusions, overlap,
undercut and penetration.

CONCLUSION TIME:

1. Summary:

'AS 2. Remotivatlon:

3. Assignment: Have students road 3AZR53250-X-WS-109

M

(-7
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lione 1. 3n2.a.pis -2:-SC.-
109
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.

.

. ° fR.1 E PION nnjECTIvES AND TEACHING STEPS

a. Given inert r-is ohield,d are welding equipment, set ur and make current adjust-
ments for weldIng stainless steel pipe joints. Settings must be made within
the ra:nre of 60 to 80 amperes.

.

b. Given inert, I:7v; shielded arc wt ldine equipment, set up and make correct gap
flow adju::t.ments r,r welding stainless steel pipe joints, .Settingl must be
made within the range of from 10 to 15 cubic feet per hour.

c. Given stainless stee'l filler rods, select the correct filler rod for welding
stainless steel pipe joints in the overhead, vertical, and horizontal positions.
Each filler rod must be eorrictly selected.

.

d. Given inert pas r t .Wed arc welding equipment and stainless steel pipe specimens,
-'7.) while )bserving a 1 hop safety measures set up and weld butt joints in the fixedr ,rrtical position. Joints must have loal penetration and be free of overlap, unde

cut and surface oxidat.i.on for the entire length of the weld. -

1
,

.
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LESSON PLAN (Part 1, General) CONTINUATION SHEET

CRITERION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING ST EPS (Continued)

Liven inert gas shielded arc welding equipment and stainless steel pipe specimens,
while observing all shop safety measures, set up-and weld angle joints in the
f}xed vertical position. Joints Must have 100% penetration and be free of
everlap, undercut, and surfdte oxidation for the entire length of the weld.

. Given inert env ehteldq are w'

;Ipucimens, while observing all
in the fix :11 vertical position.

free of overlap, undercut, and
weld.

1(1 ug ,quipment and etainleno uteel pipe
shop safety metsures, oet up and weld tee joints
Joints must have 30 to Oro penetration and be

surface oxidation for the entire length of the

riven inert ere) enielded arc welding equipment and stainless steel pipe specimens,
while observing ,al.shop safety measures, set up and weld butt joints in the
fixedhotizontal position. Joints must have 100% penetration and be free of
overlap, undercut, and surface oxidation for the entire length of the weld.

. Given inert gar, shielded arc welding equipment and stainless steel pipe
spetmens, while observing all shop safety measures, set up and weld angle joints
in the fixed horizontal position. Joints must have 100% penetration and be free
of overlap, undercut, and surface oxidation for the entiivi'length of the weld.

. Given inert gas shielded arc welding equipment and Stainless steel pipe
specimens, while observing all shop safety measures, set up and weld tee joints
in the fixed horizontal position. Joints must have 30 to 80% penetration and
bn free of overlap, undercut, and surface oxidation for the entire length of the
weld.

. Given inert rao shielded arc welding equipmelit and stainles's steel pipe
specimens, whIle observinNill shop safety measures,,set up and weld butt
joints. in the flied overhearposition. Joints must have 100% penetration and
be free of overlap, undercut, and surface oxidation for the entire length of the
weld.

Given inert Gas ohielded arc welding equipment and stainless steel pi_ specimens,
while observing all shop Safety measures, set up and' weld angle joirin the
fixed overhead position. Joints must have 100% penetration and be free of over-
lap, under:init and surfsde oxidation for the entire length of the weld.

. Given inert rns shielded arc welding equipment and stainless Steel pipe specimens,
while obeerving all shop safety measures, set up and weld tee joints in the fixed
overhead posibcon. joi.si4,..,rporive.3cAY.:9,,penetration and be free of
overlap, undereut, and surface oxidation for the entire length of the weld:

tetenose°

Teaching steps are listed in Part, II:

4

ATC
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INTRODUCTION TIME:

1. Attention

2. Review

6)0

3. Overview: In this lesson you will learn inert gas shielded arc-welding machine
set up, filler rod selection, current setting,and gas fldw adjustment
for stainless steel pipe welding.

4. Motivation

111 Presentation

),

1. PrincipleS and uses of TIG

a. Principles
-

(1) Inert Gas

(2) Protect Weld Area

(3) Colorless', odorless

BODY TIME:

A

(4) Nontoxit, non-flammable

b. Source of Power

(1) AC-DC Current

(2) Accurate current control

(3) Superimposes high frequency

(4) Welding current

(a) DC 'straight polarity

1 Electrode negative
Ai

2 Less chance of arc blow

3 Used on stainless

4

4
.



e. Torch

(1) Types

(a) Aii cooled

1 Thin material

2 AC-DC up to 100 amps

(b) Water cooled

1 Higher current ratings
above 100-300 amps '

2 1-2 pints of water through
the torch per minute

3 45 amps fuse as safety device
to prevent overheating in case
of water stoppage

4 Water stoppage usually residue

em) or dirt in passage

4.

5 Disconnect waterline'
reverse water flow

(c) Basic parts of a torch

1 Collet used to hold
-electrode

2 Cup directs gas flow

. 3 Torch body

,(d) Electrodes

, 1Commercially pure

4

.6

a Green tip

2 -1% Thoriated

'a Yellow tip

3 2% Thoriated
. .

a Red
0

4



-

Ca. c,

4. Welding joints of corrosion and heat
resistant ferrous alloy pipe in the .

vertical position to specification.

a. 'Proper joint preparation as
described above

b. Tack weld

c. Weld. bead

(1) Penetration pass

(2) Stringer beads

5. Welding joints of corrosion and heat
resistant ferrous alloy pipe in the
overhead and horizontal position.

a. Proper joint preparation'as
described above

b. lack welds
#14111

c. Weld bead application

(1) Penetration pass

(2) Stringer beads

Application:
4

1. Students will-weld butt, angle and, tee

-jointslof deaibless steel in the filed
ve;Wal, Arizontal and overhead positions.

2. StudenP.:s will observe

pacautions.,
/ -

END OF DAY SONT

Sump rys,'

as,

e

Assitnmeftt- Have students review 3AZR53250-:X-WS1109
and notes taken in class.

1

c,

0
A
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cm,- E RION OBJECTIVES AND TEACHING STEPS

a,, Given an inert f;11. 9 shiolded -arkwelding machine, while' observihg all shop
'safety measures, pet up and make...correct current adjustments' iv" welding
aluminum -pfpe .jointo. Setting:I musirbe made within the range of 110 to 130'amperes. . . . .

..t . ,
0 .'" L i

Given an inert /pa f3hieIlled aro weldingleachine, while observing all shopsafety measures,' set up and make correct gas slow adjustments for welding
aluminum pipe joints. oSettingt dusk' be made within the range,' of 1.0, to 15cubic feet per hour.

. ,
., .. . .

0. I 1117 .. Riven -ann inutn.. and a mlinum alloy. filler r94.s ,,tlect utile cqrrpot filler., rod for
wellin6,: aluminum o aluminum alipy pipe joi ti. Filler V..)d sel4coted.pust be of

tlIth :Yuri" -hemic-ail c thpositiort ao 'ipho joint eing welded.'"',. .. J.. 6 . ,'. .,,,,,', ' * ,.... . 0..:..0
c/.....Gi.n inort as 'Shielded arc Weld.ing equipment and aluminum or aluirarlum alloy.

?ire 'cpecimens, while' observing., all" shop safety measures,,, oet up and weid butt
joints in tine :fix?...d vertical position. Joints musi have-14 penetration and b.1

w -
1T0 ts

,

AOro 111711 F745111111/624

0
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, LESSON PLAN (Part I, Garman CON11NLIATION SHEET

CRIT ERPOOBJECTI VES AND TEACHING STEPS (Continued) I

44

free of overlap, undercut, and surface oxidation for the entire length
of floe Weld.

.

Given inert ras, shielded arc welding .equipment and aluminum or aluminum alloy
pipe specimens, while obtleving all shop safety measures, set up and weld angle
joints in the fixed vrtiCd1 position. Joints must have 101ropenetration and be
free of overlap, undercut,.and surfed° oxidation'for the entire length of the
weld.

Given inert gas -shielded alc welding equipment and aluminum ();' aluminum 1loy
pipo sp4cimenc, Azerving all chop safety raeasuru, sot, up and weld tce
joints in the fixed +fertical position. Joints must have 30 to Bo% 'penetration
and be free of overlap, underCht, and surface oxidation for the entire length
of the weld.

.

. Given inert gas shielded "arc Welling equipmNit and aluminum or aluminum alloy
pipe specimens, whill observing ail shoP safety measures, set up and weld butt,
joints in the fixed horizontal position. Joints must have 100% penetration and
be free of overlap, undercut, and surface oxidation for the entire length of the
weld.

.
,

. Given inert gas shielded arc welding equipmpt and aluminum or aluminum-alloy

.-.
pipe specimens, while observing all shop safety measures, set AT afid-weld,angle

, joi0s in the fixed hatizontal position., ,?oint's mat have 1005Apenetration and
be free of overlap, unde±ut, and surface oxidatiOnfor tha,eritiTe'lsngth bf the
weld; '4"..,.-,i

. ,,
,010 * 1, --t .,. . ... -- . ,

. Given inert gee shielded arc welding 6404ment.and aluminum ox aliiminUM alloy
pipe Specimens, while observing 411 shop safety meastres,-set tip. and weld tee
'joints in the fixed horizontal poSition. Joints muSt,have 30 to 80% penetration
and be free of overlap, undercut, and surface oxidation for th? entire length
Of the weld. ,. .

.

Y.

4 4

Ching Steps are list,Pci in Part
.

A

Ci,3

4
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1. Attention

2. Review

INTRODUC/TION

. . 4 .
.

3. Overview: In this lesson you will learn inert gas mkieldecf arc welding machine

6 ,
'set -up t_fi4ei rod selection, ,c4Urrent setting and, gas flow

adlipments for Altip3rtu wm. pipe elding. ',1111,

.. 4/

4.
. .,

...

.

4. ,Motivation
VP,

-

w

TIME:

65-

Co

Presentation

BODY
C.

1.: Principles and uses of TIG o

Principles

(1) Inert Gas

4 (2) Protect weld area 4

(3) Colorless, oddrleds

4 % (4) 1 Nontoxic , nonflammable

b. Source of 'power

(1) AC-DC Current eo

,(2) Accurate .current control

4.

.(3) Super imposes high frequency

(4) Welding current

(a) DC straight polariiy

41,

'1 4

TIME : ,

74Arrw-



4

. .

(3)

e. Torch

Gas'floy is measured in
litres "per hoUr or` in

cubic feetpeT hour

(r) Types

0

4

(a) Air pooled

1
44
Thin m erial

2 AC-DC up to 100 amps

(b) Water cooled

1 Higher current ratings,
above 100-300 amps

2 1-2 pints of water through
the torch per minute

3 45 amps TuFras.safety
device to prevent over-
heating in case of water .

stoppage

4 Water stoppage usually
residue or dirt in passage

.

5' Disconnect waterline
reverse water flow

r
(c) Basic parts of a torch

1 Colet used to hold.
electrode

11;1

2 Cupdirects.gas flow

3 Torch body ° r

(d) Electrod

1 Commercially

a Green tip t

411

s

t

t

414

a

'

0

a?



pr

(2) 6061-T6

b. Type Filler Rod

(1) 4b43 5% SiliconNcod

4. Machine'idjustment prior to welding

a. .Current

AC high kt.equency

vsoms-vv
(2) DCSP straight can be used

b. Tungsten

(1) 'AC-HF use 2 %' ThOriated

(2)1OCSP - uses, pure tungsten
4

5. Weld aluminum pipe vertical

a. Direction Of travel

b. Speed of travel

c. Heat control

d. Filler rod deposit

e. torch angle .

f. Stop and starting of welds.

6. 'Weill aluminum pipe horizontal position

a. Direction of travel

'-Speed of travel .

Q c. Heat control

deposit

.e. Torch angle

f. Stop and starting °it welds

7r 'Safety

a. Protective equipment,

I.

4

4

4IM_
'ft-

(07



Evaluation:

le Check students welds for porosity,
contamination, undercut and overlap.

CONCLUSION

1. Summary

2. Remotivation

3. AssignmeN,nt:.
0

Prep re for course exam

t
roma,

.
c

v4

.

41.

55
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PRACTICE SHOP SAFETY REQUIREMENTS IN THE
*

PERFORMANCE OF REQUIRED TASKS

OBJECTIVES

a

After completing this study guide and your classioom in
i

ructiah,
you will answer questions concerning' protective equipment, general
shop safety practices. Safety practices will include the use of

.. arc welding machines, grinders, and oxyacetylene cutting equipment.

a
INTRODUCTION

Personal safety and fire prevention are especially important
in 'metals processing beCause of the types of equipment which are
used. The Ise of gas welding and arc Welding equipment involves
working with open flames and exposed electrid arcs. Weld repair
of fuel lines', if proper precautions are not observed, can expose

' the worker to explosive or toxic gases. We will discuss specific
safety and fire precautions relating to the various items of equipment
and metals processing operations as we come to them in the course.
In-thisstudi gutae-we-mention briefly general precautions which
must be observed "with regard to shop safety, health, and safety
equipment.

As a welder, you must be familiar with the correct pracedure
for the set-up and operation of both` stationary and portable oxyacetylene
welding equipment- Air Force shops make extensive use of portable
welding equipment. In Shops which have stationary equipment, the
_portable outfit is used for work which cannot be done in the shop.
Basically, the equipment used'for each is the same except that the
gases are piped to'the welding station in a stationary setup, while

-

the portable outfit is operated directly fram,the cylinders of gases
whiCh are mounted on a cart or truck. Double stage (two gauge) segulator4
must also be used on portable outfits. The welding outfit is your
most important tool as a welder". You must be familiaryith*the
proper care of the plait and be able'to maintain each unit of the
welding setup.

INFORMATION

, SHOE' SAFETY

These gener 1. shop safety .rulep must be,strictly enforced:
. TA*

1. Keep oily or greasy rags in covered metal containers.

.

2. Wipe up oil or,grease spots fiom the floor and the wotk
bench immediately.

3
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3. Do not weld in the vicinity of flammable materials.

4. Make certain that a fire extinguisher is near before you-
begin welding.

,

I 'I/

-5. Don't allow hoses or arc welding leadsto clutter the
area and become stumbling hazards.

-
v ,6. Keep all handtools and special tools not in use in their

proper4places. , .!,:

Y .
.

v." .

/ .

7: Store metals ida stock rack.

.8. Keep the shop area clean, well lighted, and well ventilated.

HEALTH AR SAFETY1QUIPMENT

°Observe these health and safety, equipment rules:

1. ,Do not wear ragged cjthing, or clothing with open pockets,
missing buttons, or rolled cuffs..

2. Do not wear low cut shoes,.

3. Wear approved helmets and lenses, gloves, and aprons for
protection against infrared and ultra - violet. rays when arc welding.

4. Warn all; persons _near electric welding operations against
looking at the arc.

5. Wear the type of gaggles appropriate for the, types of
welding being performed. Wear goggles while'you are using a cutting
torch.

6. Wear chipping goggles to protect against flying hot slag
when you are cleaning welds.

7. Mark hot metal, Do not_ leave hot metal in places where'
it will' create a hazard.

8. Do not hold hot welded material with rags or gloves Which
you use for buffing or grinding.

0

9. Cool all weds'prior.to buffing, grinding, or inspection.

10. When you are electric Wlding outside the stationary booth,
,inclose the area with a portable screen to protect personnel from.'
possible eye damage.

0
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, FIRE PREVENTION
73

Equally as important as goo4 housekeeping is an. efficient fire
1 prevention system. You should carry out all safety precautions that'

pertain to the prevention of fires. You must -know what to do when
afire occurs. Many fired are caused by carelessness and by poor
housekeeping. Oily rags are fire hazards,, Poor storage practices,
espegially of flammable materials, may cause fires. Overloaded
electrical outlets and defective circuit breakers are also fire
hazards. Mere are a few precautions that, you should observe; you
can add to the list from'your own experiences.'

,

II Do not allow oily rags to accumulate.

2. Observe the signs in the NO SMOKING dreai.."

3. Do not allow your clothingto becari4 saturated with fuel
or oil. If they.do, change your clothing as soon as possible: .

4. Do not store gasoline, kerosene, jet fuel, or any other
flammable fuel in open containers.

tst

5. Make sure that the static lines are in and that
the aircraft is grounded properly before you work on'it.

6. Do not open any oxygen valve near a flame o/ a lighted
°cigarette.

.Since fires will occur, no matter how many precautions are
taken, you must be ready 'to fight them quickly and effectively.

You should know the telephone number of the base fire department,
the location of the fire extinguishers, and which type of extinguisher
.to use for the type -of fire you are fighting. The telephone of the
base fire depfrtiment is usually posted in large letters on posters
in the'shop, in the'barracka, and on the flight line. As a rule,
the base teephone directory'has this number printed in large letters .

on the co*er page or,,tn, one of the fiist pages of the book. If ,alarm
boxes are installed 'on your base; lehrr where they are and how td
use them. Locate the fire extinguisher in your immediate area,
determine What type it is, and learn how to ule it if the need ever
arises.

# WEEDING AND CALTING SAFETY

Because of the potential fire'and explqsion Hazards present
in any welding or flamecutting operatic -safety rules mus be
followed very clbsely to avoid injury to personnel or d.,kge t
equipment. .

. .

I

1 No welding should be done on combustible, maberiala or
containers until the containers have been properly flushedand ste

;

o,
5
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storage room. .

3 13

L
-2. Tanks removed fron lircraft for flushing and steamingP,

must be eldctrica rounded during the operation.
0

3. Welding ad-aircraft is, o be done only in the case of
emergency and by special permidsi of an officer or supervisor
charged with the_responsibility for welding and flamb cutting operations.

.4. , If welding must 116do e within 100 fee:gof tanks containing
flammable liquids or vapors, n one shall be allowed to work on the
tank or remain, closer to the ank than the welder.

5. Afire extinguisher must be in the i ediate vicinity
when welding must be done. One or more,fire e tinguishere should
.be carried'as regular equipment on all portabl elding apparatus.

Storage and Handling of Cylinders

1. Oxygen and acetylene cylinders should be stored separately
in a cool, well.ventilated,fireproof building.

2. Expldaion=proof electrical equipment must be used in cylinder
storage rooms.

.

3. No open flames,.grinding tools., or spark-emitting4devicea
should be Used within the storage rdom.

4. -Smoking or carrying matches must not be allowed in the

. ,
5. Cylinders should be st r

in storage.
..:. $ . &

, .
6. Cylinders

I
muit not-be stored nearscombustible material.

d in an upright6pesition while

7. Cylinders should be handled with more than ordinary caution.
Rough handlingmay cause leaks that may.result in'an explosion.

8. Oil and oxygenunderpressure may form a self-explosive
mixture; therefore, ndoil, gases, or lubricants of any kind should
be used on,oxygen cylinders or regulator connections. 41'

.

Operation and Maintenance of Stationary and Portable Oxyacetylene
Welding Outfits

1. Regulators are to be ,:ssed .only. for the gases for which

they are intended.
.

Welders must know the identifying characteristics of both

xY nd acetylene regulators.

3. Cylinder valves should be opened slowly; the oxygen valve
should be opened fully, and the.acetylene valve not more than one
and one-half turns.

6
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7,5"
- .4. The acetylene cylinder valve wrench must be, left in ,p lace
on the Acetylene cylindet valve so that the, acetylene can be shut
off- quickly. in case of an emergency.

Surplus hose should be coiled and out of the way of sparks
and the flaps.

a

6. When a flashback occurs, both torch valves must be shut
off immediately, the acetylene valve first and then the oxygen valve.t The torchshould then be cooled and inspected before relighting.

t,

7. When a backfire occurs, the tip size should be decreased
or the pressure and volume of gases increased to overcome the burningback into the tip chamber.

ir

8. When a job is completed, the cylinder' valves4must be ,closed$
the regulator hose and torch should be bled to release the gas pressures;
tha_regulator adjusting screws should be fully released; and the
torch valve shOuld be closed.

,

9. , 4opper tubing should not be used to splice acetylene hoses
as an explosion could occur (copper, acefylite gas).

10. Only commercial bronte,'brads, or-steel fittings should
be used to repair oxyacetylene equipm'ent.

. .

11. Faulty regulators must not be used and only qualified
personnel may make repairs on regulators.

12. The acetylene operating pressure should never exceed 15
lbs per square inch on Oxyacetylene equipment.

QUESTIONS

1. Where should oily rags be kept after use?

2. Prior to buffing or gginding a piece of metal after welding,
what should you do?

3. How and where are oxygen 'and acetylene cylinders stored?

4. Who will repair oxyacetylene equipment regulators?

-- REFERENCES b,

AFM 127-101, Industrial Safety Accident Prevention Handbook.-

f
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. Metal and NDI Branch

ChanuteAFB,,Illinois

PIPE WELDING REQUIREMENTS AND SPECIFICATIONS

OBJECTIVES

3AZ85.3358-f« SG-103

O

After Completing this study guide And your classroom instruction,
you will answer a,series of questions on the specifications and -
requirements for pipe welding. :

INTRODUCTION

Although,
process., every
of the weld is
specifications
type of weld.
simplest tehos

speafIcatibns

INFORMATION

4welding at first glance s s to'bea very simple
bead welded, regardless'o&.type of Ceeftlal o position
rigidly controlled. These controls are ca ed welde.
and give the correct dimengions and sha of every 111.1
They go hantin haro wittrweld requirements. In the'
,. weld requireMents tell you what is needed and the
tell yoti how to achieve it.

1.0

'to

.

A welded pipe section is known to be the most efficient for
application where handling of oil, gases, water, and other substances
range from 'high vacuum to pressures of several thousand. pounds per
square inch. 'Mechanical joints are not satisfactory for- ,1.many of
these services. Electric arc welding provides effective joints
in these services and also reduces weight, increases the strength:
and dowers the cost on pipe maintenance and installation.

SPECIFICATIONS

Welding currant.;electrode size, mean voltage, and manner of
depositing the weld metal.shall be such, that there will be no undercutting
on the sidewalls of"the welding groove or adjoining base metal.
Each bead or layer of deposited weld metal shall be uniform, and
shall blend smoothly and ,gradually with the base metal. Cracks
or defects that appear in any bead or layer of weld deposit shall
be removed before depositing the next successive bead c*,layer of
weld metal in that location.

.

Root weld deposits shalt have full penetration for the full
length of' the joint, and shall be started midway between tacks;-
subsequent pasSes shall be started-1/4 to 1/2 inch on the preceding
pass: After every, interruption ofthe arc, except at the completion,
of a pass, the arc shall be restarted ahead of.the previous deposit
and then,moved back to fillthe crater. This technique will ensure,
complete,filling of the crater; complete fusion between'the new ,'"'
and old deposits, and the base metal at the point 9f jqnction; and

A complete resultant continuity of weld. 41nfi led arc craters in . .

weld deposits are not permitted, and will rejected. Before welding

4
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over previously deposited metal, all traces of oxides, slag, and
foreign material shall be removed from the weld deposit, and the
weld deposit and adjoining base metal shall be wire brushed until
thoroughly clean at all points. This shall apply not linly to successive

1 ers, but also to successive beads and to the overlapping area
wh rever a junction is made..when starting a new bead ox layer. All
ma erials must be bright and clean throughout the welding operation.

Butt Welds

Butt welds shall have one pass for each 1/8.inch of pipe wall
thickness. Butt welds and saddle'welds shall be flush with the

inside of the pipe. In cases where grihding is not possible, butt
welds shall have a finished bead width approximately 1/16 inch on
each side of the bevel. Under no conditions are wide beads to be
used to cover poor fitup. .--

.

Rein#forcement oi
% , . .

.

Reinforcement of butt welds shall 'be not less than 1/16 inch,
nor more than 3/32 inch above the surface of the base metal. Reinforcement

,shall be built up uniformly from the surface of the base material,
to a maximum at the center of the weld; and shall blend smoothly n.

and gradually with the base material at the welddgeS. Finished
weld contours shall be uniform and free from depressions lower than
the surface of the base metal. .

InspeCtion
1

.Appearance of completed welds shall be .reasonably smooth and
uniform. They will be free from surfaced defects. All slags,Lweld
spatter, and foreign material shall be removed from'the surface
of weld deposits and adjoining base metal. Completed fabrication
shall have a bright,'clean, surface.

Welds which require radiographic examination shall have the
outside and inside weld ripples or surface irregularities removed
where possible. This will be done by any suitable mechanical process.
Removal of irregularities shall be such that the resulting radiographic
contrast from any remaining irregularities cannot mask or be, confused
with that of any objectionable defects.

Requirements

The welded joi nt, in order to meet the requirements, must be
of sound quality. In the case of a joint that is to/be X-rayed,
it is considered to be sound only if there is no evidence of inclusion,
blow holes, burn through., cracks, porosity, or undercutting. X-
ray of a welded joint is not the only method of testing a weld,
you can also, use a tensile test. The tensile test'requires that
a joint be,considered satisfactory if the failure occurs in the
base metal and not the,joint. The weld can break next to the welded

10
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SPECIAL PIPELINE WELDING REPAIR APPLICATIONS,

OBJECTIVES

After completing this study guide and your classroom instruction;
you will answer a series of questions concerning pipeline weldihg
preparation procedures, operator qualifications, and welding, echniques
for special pipeline welding repair applications.

4

INTRODUCTION (j3 4.

Each of us appreciate a pat on the back for a job well done.
The only way to do the job,is the proper preparation of the joint;
_being qualified to complete the joint and to apply'the proper techniques
'while doing the joint. This is the key to a job well done.

The objective of th* lesepn is to provide personnel who-possess
'an AFSC 53250 or higher with the latest technical information on
welding requirements. These requirements are specified by AFR 66-
25, "'Qualification of Weldors," and Military Specification MIL--
5021D, "Aircraft and Missile Welding Operator's Qualification."

Subject material includes the welding of carbon steel, stainless
steel, an aluminum alloy pipe in the fixed position; and inspection
of weld repairs and safety requirements.

INFORMATION

PIPELINE REPAIR

Practically-all metals can be welded successfully.' Some of
the metals require special welding applications in oraer to successfuly
join them. The welding of pipe joints is a popular means of making
a pipe installation. The advantages of pipe welding is neatness,
compactness, rigidity, and low cost. Arc weldingcan be satis-
facterrilydone on pipe, but the welder must be adaptAn flat, hori-
zotitl, vertical,. and overhead welding techniques. Skill in the
various p6sition welding techniques is,required-because of the many(,
positions involved in pipe installations. Inert gas welding of
pipe gives excellent results. The high pressure pipe' lines use-
this methodmethod of welding to ensure sound welds.

All metals cannot be, welded without the use of spetial materials.
and supplementary operations, in that some metals, more than -others,
are susceptible to alteration caused by heat generated during the
welding process. The application Of heat produces a variety of
structural, thermal, and mechanical efects on the metal being welded,
and on any metal which may be added in making the weld. Technique
Of application and base metal as well as filler metal characteristics
are Prerequisites for producing a weld that is metallrrgically equal
to the service for which it is intended,

13
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WELDING CONTROL

To obtain satisfaotorY results 'during Welding, it is necessary"
to examine the faetors:affecting the deposition of sound Weld metal.
The following,factors will govern quality.

1. Cutting.and edge preparation.
A

2. 'Cleaning.

3. Fitting up and tack,Welding.

4.4 General requirements.

5. .Angle of electrode.

6. Welding current.

7. Travel speed.

8. Preheating.

9. Peening.

10. Conformance to welding procedure specifications.

PREPARATION PROCEDURES .

. \

Cleaning

The welding faces and t e adjoining pipe .surfaces ,should be
f cleaned backat 1Pasi 1/4 h from the welding groo4ie. All rust,

paint, scale, oil, or greahe should 'be removed by either a chemical
or. mechanical method. It'ilk,difficulti- if not,impossiblei to 'secure
penetration and fusion to,the base metal and,a sound weld.deposit*-
unless yof4 have-a clean surface. '

Alignment

Before welding, the pipe must be carefully lined up. 1,f the

two pieces to be !joined have the same internal diadeter,.baeking
rings may be4used to bring the,bore of the two pieces into alignment,
regardless of, wall thickness. When backing rd.ngs are npt used,' -

the two pipes or-fitting ends'ard often'secured in a fixed Aosition
by means of an external clamp, or by,Pbs,itioning in a channel'Or
seiction of angle. iron large enonghto.permit the end§ to gall into
proper line,,as.shown in, figure 1.. Mere the pipes meet at an angle,
a suitable jib may be'constructedif- anumbgr of such joints-warrant
its construction. Proper alignment for aninlar.membeis can be closely

MI
maintained by predeteimined al awances for contraction 'of the weld,

along with proper welding °p edures, thus elimineing.tlie ne4d,
for a jig. .

4.
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.

F20.4.24 1--Angle Iron Serv2ng'as Jig For
Small.Diameter Pipe.

After the joint is aligned, tack weld at regular intervals
prior to actual weOlingi.' This maintains.thejoint'alignment and
permits you to remove any eternal fastenings which have been used
for this purpose and which would, interfere with the complete welding
of the joint. Tack welding also permits you to handle the pipe
after settinpup and before-welding. As a rule, the length of the
tack welds in arc welding should be two tothree times the thickness
of the parts roined. Tack welds should be thoroughly fused into
the main-weld.

WELDING TECHNIQUES

Pipe welding involves no new principles of-welding. The main
difference is that the position of the work or.th' welder must be
constantly changed due to the circular form of the pipe.

There is n o definite direction for welding pipe in s fixed
position. "The preferred direction is usually from the bottom upward.
However, considerable welding,- especially of thin or-medium-wa]el.
thickness pipe; is done in the'opposite direction. Ordinarily,
more metal per layer is deposited in welding upward, and fhe requirement
of having the layers thin enough to undergo complete grain refinement
must-.be watched. On the other hand, -downward welding requires a ---
higher degree Qg skill to secure acreqUate fusion with the sidewalls
and to avoid trapprtgg the slag.

The number of passes required in making a pipe weld varies
with the wall thickness of the pipe and the position of the pipe
when it is welded. When the work can be rolled or when the pipe
is in a fixed horizontal position, a layer of metal is deposited
across the full width of the welding groove _during each pass. With
the pipe in a fixed vertical position, the metal is deposited in
a series of stringer beads,. Regardless of the position of the pipe,
there is usually one layer or pass hr each 1/8 inch of.wall thickness.

Ea'h layer\.of weld metal-,should be thoroughly cleaned before
depositing the next layer. Chip with aslag hammer and clean with
a wire brusA to remove all the slag depbsits.

15
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0(6. eld'Repair

When a, weld is too b'e repaired, the defect thOtild, be removed

by Chipping, machining, flaMe rouging, or flame cutting. After ,

removing the defect, clean and shaA the repair area so that a sound /
weld depositS can be obtairitd.

Procedure

t

1.

2. Clean and'bevel the joint ends, as shown 4/figure 2.

Cut two' pieces, of pipe tieP the required _length .

32
-'12:MA X

Figure 2. ,Butt Weld in Pipe.

-1- MAX,
16

.

3'.' % Set up work in V blocks or tat an. angle, tack weld at

four equally .spaced points. , . ,

4. Using: one, hand to tututhe work, weld the first pass using

a 1/8 inch diameter's]ectrode.

4. j5.."x Chip off .t4 'slsa and inspect the weld for penetration

and fusion.., , ..,;

. . .,
' .

.

, 6 "Weld the' second pass. in the same manne.4 using a /32
. . .

41

inch electrode:

, .

T. Check the weld *nts for weld ng- faults%. . ,

,,- , ,

16 ...1 il
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QUESTIONS
I

(

it.

1. List three preparation Procedures.

2. What direction of travel is usually preferred when welding ,

7:)pipe?
.

.

t..
3. What is done to.prepareldefective welds for rewelding?

REFERENCES
0

.TO 34W4-1-5, Welding Theory aid Application.

9
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Metal and NDI Branch:

Chanute AFB, Illinois

'LAYOUT AND FIT -UP OF'VARIOUS TYPES OF PIPE JOINTS

3
3 try

yej
-SG-105,

a

OBJECTIVES
, - ,

.,.
. ..,.

. .:

.
, After completing this -study guide, assigned study, and youi -

eIassroom instruction, you will laylout and properly fitup various
' types of pipe joints. - . ,..

.

INTRODUCTION

Pipe welding is like working a jigsaw puzzle. Although you
have a picture of the finished produgt in front of you, you still
have to put the pieces together. Without learning the proper procedure
for laying out and fitting up of various pipe joints, you never
get your "pipe puzzle" together.

INFORMATION

The materials necessary for making patterns consist of 'a straight
edge, triangle, compass, rule, piece of heavy paper, and a pencil.
In preparing to lay out a pattern for a 90 degree-bend, as shown
in figure 3, first determine theize of the pipe, then proceed
to lay out the pipe joint in actual' size. Use the outside lines
of the pipe to represent the outside diameter, asshown in figure,

o .3,; step 1. Next, inscribe, a circle'and divide it into 12 equal

0 parts, nupbering them beginning with zero (step one). Extend these.
.points over the line AA and number the intersections so-that they IA

correspond with the points of the circle, as shown in figure 3,
steps ona and two. Draw the liHe BB at a right angle to the diameter,
starting it exactly three'inches from the right corner. This Ompletes
the preliminary etdils prior to making the actual pattern.

I
Now, 13roceed-tolay off line CC, which represeittsthe circumference

of the circle, as ahown'in figure3, step 3. Divide this line into
as many equal parts as the circlt was divided into, and number them,
beginning at the left with zero. At each division, draw a line
at a ht angle to CC. Now% starting at 0, lay off the vertical .

line a gth equal to B-0; on line 1, B-1; and so on until B-12'
( is lai f, which is equal to B-0. Now, join the extremities of

these 1 nes and the result should be the curve AA, which corresponds .

to the ine A'A', as shown step 3. The pattein is now cut out
by cut ing'along the edges , A'C,,,and CC.
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Laying Out a Pattern for
a 90°I'Bend (Fire* Etep)`.

12.

Laying Out a Pattern for
.a 90° Bend (Second Step).
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LINE CC REPRESENTS CIRCUMFERENCE OF CIRCLE
.t

Figure 3. Pattern for 90° Bend:.

12

The patZe'rn is then wrapped around the pipe, Holding it in
position with one hand and. markidg an outline on the pipe with soapstone

following the line. A'A'. This'is the 'cutting edge. Cutting the

two pieces of pipe, on the line A'A' and butting-them together results

in a 90 degree bend which should require no trimming other than

beveling of the edges.

The procedure, as outlined above, can be applied to any sort

.of ,a. pipe joint. If a pattern for a tee is to be made, the joint .

isilaid out as in figure 4. The pattern is to'be wrapped around

the, outlet of the tee so the circle is inscribed in the outlet and

not in the run)

20
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Figs 4. LayYngOut-the Pattern for a Tee.

The difference between this pattern and the previous patterfi
for the.ell is that the cutting line AA is half a circle inslead
of a straight line. After the outlet is cut a1ohg the edgie A/A'
on the pattern, it is placed in position on ,the rpn,sand thb outline
marked and cut, the outlet serving as a pattern to cut the opening
in the run. This procedure may also be used in laying out patterns
for a± pipe elbow, as,shown in figure 5.

A'
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CIRCUMFERENCE

Figure 5. Layout of Welded Angle Joint f Heavy Pipe.COnstruation.
21
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1UESTIONS

1. What materials.aie necessary to prepare a pattern for

cutting pipe?
f

2% What is the difference between a pattern for an ell °and

a tee jointl

REFERENCES

TO.34W4-I-5, Welding ,Theory and Application.
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,, METALLIC ARC WELDING MACHINE

(

/

OBJECTIVES

After completing, this study-guide, assigned study; and your
classroom ins'truc'tion, yogis will set up the arc welding machines p'

. apd'select the pioper electrodes:for welding carbon steel pipe in
-the vertical,horIizontal, and overhead 'position. ...../.

. .: 4 i .
- "INTRODUCTION
;

. 4 / 4
e .

The, electric current used for metallic arc welding is supplied

bya machine that converts line voltage of 110, 220, or 440 volts
to a let voltage, high amperage current, The heat is generatei
in the space between the end of a consumable electrodaLab,ethelbase
metal by the satrrent j in this space and creating an electric

c. The.temperature of is arc,,varies from 500/0 degrees to 10,000
A' 6 deg -es. Since you.m knot' what controls this/arc and why it

needs ed, you should become thoroughly familiar with
the opera:U6P and maintenance of the various types of arc welding
machines.

INFORMATION

The functi n of an electr.cearc welding machine is to'erovide.
cithe source of rreni necessary for welding. It also provides a

. means fdr sustaining and controlling the amount of welding current. .

r These functiOns are achieves} in many ;days, representing numerous
design featlifirOf the manufacturer. Although'arc welding machines
Joey be classified in various ways, you should be.mainly interested
in'the type of current flow induced by the arc. They may be broadly

. : classified as) either 'direct' current (DC) or alternating current
. ' .

(AC). In_recApt_Yearg..howeTer, FleCtronicandselen-i-um--pla-te- rectifiers
have been developed which operate on AC and produce a DC welding

. current.
4

,

DIRECic CURRENT Art) WELDING MACHINES

,`""

DC arc.welding.machines are suitable for use on all teeals'.
They usually produce more satisfactory results for welding thin
materials because low current settings are required. The type of
machine best suited for metallic arc welding depends upon many factors.
The main difference between AC and DC arc welding is in the lower
initial and ope'ratitig costs pf AC equipment.'

Electric Motor-Driven Gerierator
. .

, .
. . .

, .

The most widely used welding machines are of the Motor generator
type, which operate by electric po er to producarect current
of the proper characteristics for ai welding. They consist of
a driving/motor and a direct currentgenerator with the armature

. . 0.
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the generator mounted ° the same shaft as the rotor of the driving

motor. The shaft is supported at each end by ball bearings and ,
themaohine is made as compace(as possible. Two controls for the

welding current are provided: one for large increases or deereases,

and the other for small changes. Some machines provide a switch -1_

for changing polar4ty;:others require changing the position of the
Welding cable leads. A pushbutton'switch, located on the control

panel, allows convenient tirtint and stopping of the dachine and

overload protection for the driving motor. A voltmeter and ammeter
perlit.you to set the machine to the correct current output. Most

of these machines are mounted on a chassis so that you can move

them around. the shop. They can be mounted either vertically or

horizontally. Motor-driven generator welder are rated by current

output in amperes and range from 100 to 1200 amperes,. A 300 amp
welder is the average size used -in most Air Force welding shops.
These Ourrent ratings represent the amount of current which the
machine can generate continuously for one hour without exceeding

a specific temperature rise. They can deliver more than the rated

current for a short period without damage to the.machine.

Engine-Driven Generator

When an electric,power.souree is not available, a gasoline
'or 'diesel engine is used to drive the Welding generator. The engine

is equipped with automatic throttle control and-a governot to control

the power demand on the generator. The complete unit, figure 6,
is usually mdunted, on a trailer type chassis and can be towed tip

the job site. -

Figure 6. Portable Gasoline- Engine Driven Arc Welder.

The voltage of such a.generatot usually ranges from 15 to 45
volts across the arc, although any settilt is subjected .to constant
variation due.to changes in the arc length. Current output may

vary from 20 to 800 amps, depending on the type of unit. In most

DC welders, the generator is a variable voltagetypegind-is arranged
so that the voltage automatically adjusts itself to the proper demands

24
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of the;arc. The amperage is adjusted manually and is set t, the
proper,,,range by either a selector switch or a series of, lu receptacles. /

When hOth voltage and amperage of.the.welder are - adjustable by manual

controls, tle machine is'classified as a dual col type, figure 7.

t

VOLTAMPMETER

VOLTAGE RHEOSTAT

STARTING SWITCH

CURRENT SELECTOR

GROUND PLATE

SWITCH

ELECTRODE HOLDS

Figure 7. DC, Motor Generator Arc Welding Machine.

Rectifier Welder

The 7ctifier welddr changes alternating current to direct
current fdr welding. Electronic tubes or selenium plates are used
to change or rectify three phase alternating current to direct current.
There are controls to change the welding current, open circuit voltage,
and change polarity. The currentoutputlof these machines allows
a stable arc to be held at any setting from 5 to 75 amps. This
allows yoit to weld metals as thick as 1/16 inch as easily as welding
materials"1/4 inch thick.

ALTERNATING CURRENT ARC WELDING MACHINES'

Two general types of AC arc welders are the transformer and
rotating types. Most AC arc welding machines are essentially static
transformers. The transformer offe;s. three advantages: low initial
cost, low operating cost, and low maintenance cost. Due to the
absence of moving parts, the initial and maintenance costs are less
than those for DC machines.

,Transformer Type

The transformer type of AC welding machine operates,from one
phase of the power supply. The primary winding is connected

25
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to the poWer line and the secondary winding is connected to the
welding cables. Some machines have the transformer windings tapped
at intervals to allow you to make changes in the welding current.
By-using the different taps, you odn increase or decrease the current
to suit-your needs. Other machines have a movable coil or core
which is'controlled by a hand'wheel. Current settings are made
by either turning the hand wheel clockwise or counterclockwise to
-raise or lower th& current setting. These machines are rated by
current output and are available in a wide range of current settings.
Since these transformers draw. current only during the times the weld
is being run, they give remarkable economy in power consumption.
They are easy to adjust to the required current settings and require
very little maintenance.

Rotating Type

The rotating type of welding machine is a motor generator and
. may be combined with a frequency changer to allow the welding mach ne-

to be converted to heli-arc operations, or'a phase changer to supply
auxiliary power for tools or lights. A two position switch permits
you to select either a high or low current. An auxiliary control
is used for fine current adjustments.

Accessories

*
Arc welding machines require certain accessories to make a complete

welding set. Y

WELDING CABLES. Welding cables are rubber-covered, multistrand,
copper cables made specifica ly fo ble
you may use depends On the- welding current and the distdnce

from the machine to the wor For distances up to 50 feet, a 200
amp&re machine should have a No, 2 cable, a 300 ampere machine shou
have a Ng 0 cable, and a 00 ampere machine should: hav a No. 00
Cable. .

ELECTRODE' HOLDER. The electrode holder is attached 'to one,

of the welding cables, and has a clamping device 4for holding the

electrode. Various sizes/are available according-to the amperage'
capacity of the welding machine.

-MAINTENANCE OF ARC WELDING MACHINES

I

4Tue to the amount of dust'and grit present,in all welding shops,
proper maintenance of equipment is very important. Although you
can perform routine maintenance, you should have a qualified electrician
perform any extensive repair or adjustment.' The following periodic
maintenance schedule should help you to prevent,a maigr breakdown
and prolong the life of the equipment. You can find detailed instructions
pertaining to the operation, maintenance, ovtrhaul, and the parts

, 'catalog for specific types of -arc welding machines in the 34W4 series
TO entitled "Welding Machines and Related Equipment." An inspection

record noting all maintenance performed and dates should be kept
for each machine.

.7
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Monthly Cleaning and inspection

saN

C?&)

,Air is drawn into the machine"by the cooling fan and circulated
through passages and around. the-windings.- An accumulation of dust
in these areas will. cause increased operating temperatures. Clean
out the machine with dry, compressed air, as shown in figure 8.
Ifstheloachine is, greasy, it should be taken apart and thoroughly
cleaned.

at.-cm OUT" ALL DUST- FROIWTH
0/7: THE, MACHINE ATM CONTROL-CABINET!.
WITT CLEAN: DRY: COMPRESSED- AIR. ,,

7t7 , .

NA

' A '2".Pigu.re 8. Cleaning by Compressed Air.

Electrical'Par:ts.

/--- During the monthly inspection, check the condition. of the switch
, . points, brushes, 'Commutator, and the bearingq, as shown in figure

9.' Brushes that have worn enough to reduce their spring tension... .

appreciably phould'be replaced. Brush springs that have been weakened
from. overheating should be replaced to assure positive brush contact.

THE BRUSHES:: AND, COMMUTATOR' REQUIRE
FREQUENT' INSPECTION AND: SERVICINC, TO
MAINTAIN" COOD: PERFORMANCE. OP
THE MACHIN"

44,

7. onus..

COSINIUTATOR

Ali

Figure 9. BrAshes and Commutator.
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Each time the'b'rushes drel.rePlaced, the commutator shbuld be

checked for-cleanliness and wear. A commutato3:, good condition

has a deep bronze color.. Ridges or pockets on, the'surface of the
commutator should be removed by turning 1.41 down'on a lathe.

Electrical switch contacts should be sanded smooth if th

are pitted; as shown in figure ,10. Badly burned contacts sho

be replaced. The windings of the generator and motor should
inspected -once ayear' and giveda'coat of shellac if they are dry

or cracked.

b.
SO O'

b.

J

Figure 10. Contact Points.

Lubrication .

Welding machines that have mowing parts should be lubricated

at 4-6 month intervals, depetding upon the number of operating hours.

The more you use theelder, the,shorteethe time between lubrications

should be. Be sure you don't use too,much grease. The excess grease

could be thrown on the commutator ()%winaings, causing deterioration

of the insulation and a possible short circuit. Use the grease

specified by the manufacturer,on the data place or in the Military

Specifications.

'FUNDAMENTALS OF ELECTRICITY IN ARC WELDING

There are some,basic electrical 'facts which you should know

to help you'understand the'purpose and use of electricity in arc

welding.

Circuit

An electric -current cannot flow without a complete conduct

ing path. This path is called a circuit. In arc welding, this

circuit is made up of the welding leads, electrode, and the arc

stream, as shown in figure 11.

-28
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Figure 11. Simplified Diagram ofElectric Arc Welding Cirauit.

Voltage

Electricity needs a push to move through the circuit. This
push--id supplied by the eledtromotive force which is commonly known
as voltage. The voltage is created by an imbalance of electricity.
This imbalance da created when the welding generator builds up an
electrical charge greater than the resistance in the leads. The'
voltage then forces the electric current through the welding lead
and electrode. As the current reaches the end of the electrode,
the Voltage-builds up until, like lightning, it has .the necessary
push toforce the current across the' arc gap. The current,passing
across the arc gap releases energy in the form of heat, causing
the molten pool to form almost immediately..

Ampere

In order to control the amount of etectricity in anY given
circuit, it needs to be measured. The unit of measurement is called Sf
an ampere. The ampere tells the amount of electriCi y flowing per l dlt

-second past a given point.

Ohm . ; Aot
tI

The amount of current flowing in the circuit is determined ---

by the amount of resistance in the, circuit. The resistance is known
as an ohm. The ohm measures the resistance to current flow. Each
metal has its own. reslwace. In welding, you need leads made from
a metal Which has a 1604sistance,_ Since copper is one of the
best conductors, it is uded in all electrical appliances, generators,
lines, and welding leads. Steel has a much-higher-resistance and
would become too hot for welding purposes other than its use as
an electro41

7

Arc Length

In metallic arc welding, the proper length of /arc is necessary
td make good welds. With the proper arc length, ehe heat is concentrated
on the work. With a long arc, much of'the heat is lost by radiation
.to the. atmosphere. A. short arc is more stable than a long' arc,
giving you more control of the molten pool. 'With a short arc, vapors
from the burning electrodecoatilig surround the eleCtrode metal
and the molten pool, preventing air from reaching these hot points.

\
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6IT
ARC WELDING PRINCIPLES

0
When a circuit carrying a current is broken, the current continues

to flow across thp gap until the spacp becomes too wide. In bridging

this gap, thecurrent.is carried by superheated gases from the heated
atmosphere and particles -o metal from the terminals. This causes

an intensely bright light which is called an electric'arc. Sinte

the resistance is very high in the arc, a great deal of electrical

energy is converted into lieat; §oth in the arc and at thTpoints
at which it enters and leaves, the terminals. The proper arc length-

causes metal egposed to it to melt almost instantly. Figure 12
.

shows the characteristics of the electric no:.

I

ELECTRODE CAR! win

SHICLDED OR MAW CORTINCI

cOASEDUS AThloomelK

twaansa caucion.t
1140JC.CTIfO S1CATH OR MC COW

csal41
!SE NICTU. ROUYN MELD wiETAL

WILD MOWED.

Figure 12. Are Characteristics of Heavy-Coated Electrode.

11
Polarity

Every electrical circuit has a positive and negative terminal

or pole, In a.DC circuit,'theturrent 'flows in one direction only.
The line that carries current,from the supply is called the positive
side, and the line that returns the current td,the supply is called
the negative side.

In straight polarity, the work is connected to the sitive

side and the electrodeis connected to the negative stde. In reverse

.polarity, the work is connected to the negativei-de and the electrode

is connected to the positive side. Figure 13 illustiates5urrent
flow in straight apd reverse polarity DC welding. lk
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A.' Straight Polarity.' 4' B. Reverse Polarity.

Figure 13. .Polarity of Welding Circuits.'

When you(are using.AC yielding machines, you have no polarity'
choice. Alternating current changes its-direction of flow twice
each cycle. Because of this, you cannotuse AC machines for all
types of welding. AC welding does have one advantage over DC welding;
the changing polarity in AC reduces or eliminates,"arcblow."

Weld Met;1Dispositton

-/In all metallic arc welding processes, five separate and distinct
;--ces are reepbnsible for the transfer of molten filler metal and ;
slag to"the base metal.

GRAVITY. This is the principle which accounts for the transfer
of molten metal in the flat position. In the other *elding positions,
gravity may cause a loss. of iield metal and slag becaube surface
tension cannot retain large amounts of molten metal-and slag in
the weld'crater. Ii these cases, a smaller electrode with lower
current settings should be used.

GAS EXPANSION. A gas is-produced the burning of the electrode
coating. This gas expands from the hea -at.the'electrode tip'and
helps to project the molten globules of metal and slag away from
the electrode tip and into the molten pool. The eleCtrode coating,.
which extends beyolid the tip of the e1ec'trode, controls thd direction

4 of gas expansion and directs the molten metal into the molten pool.
'..-----.

'- ELECTROMAGNETIC FORCES, The electrode tip acts as an electrical
conductor and, since the molten metal glob4e is also an electrical
Conductor, it is affected by the, magnetic forces acting at 90 degrees.
to the direction of current floW. These forces produce a pinching

Alit
effect on the Metal globUittndxspeeds the separ tion from the end
of the electrode', This ip particularly helpful i ransferring
the metal.in the horizontal, vertical, and overhead positions;

ELECTRIC FORCES. The force produced by the voltage acmes
the arc pUlls the pinched off-globule of metal into the malten,pool,
regardless of the welding position.
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SURFACE TENSION. Surface tension is the force which Xeeps

the filler metal and slag in contact with the molte'n,bag metal

in the arc crater. It helps to retain,the molten ieial, In the horizontal,

vertical, and overhead positions. It it also a deteimining factor
in the shape of the weld contour.' e

A
Magnetic Arc Blow ,

.

A yhenomenon of DC arc welding is the tendency o the arc to

waver as if a blast of air were being' bloWn against i -This trouble

is often encountered in the welding of corners -and at,the start

and'end of butt joints. The aKb., is forcibly moved by a magnetic

field set up in the work by\the flow of the welding current. The

direction and amount of bending of the arc depends upon the direction
and strength of the magnetic field. .In order to eliminate or minimize
this interference, change the positionof the ground in relation
to the arc, or change the angle of the electrode. 'Although these

two methods are not the only*way to elibinate arc blow, they do
.work more often than any other method. 4s you become more proficient
in welding, you may find ano.ther method which works better for you.

' SAFETY' .

Eyes.

The helmet is the most important item of personal equipment.
When it is fitted with the proper lens, it protects you from three
types of radiation: ,heat., light, and- 'infrared and ultraviolet rays.

Ance these light rays can be harmful:to other people in the area,
you Should always use screens or shields around your work' area.

If you have to weld in an open area, keep" all unnecessary personnel
gray and bexeure'that.your helper has a helmet and uses it. Lens

shades are determined by the amperage used in welding. Normally,

a No. 10 shade is satisfactory up to 200 amps. From 200 tb 400 .

amps, a No. 12 shade is used. For over 400 'amps, use a No. 14 shade.

Clothing

Wear gauntlet type eather moves to protect your hands prom:

heat and sparks. Use a leather apron to protect your clothing from

sparks"and globules of marten metal. Wear high'top shoes andtroUsers

With nacuffs. Cuffs can collect hot sparks and molten metal which

Aay ignite your clothing, resulting in serious burns. Never wear

torn or ragged clothing. It can catch fire easier and exposed parts

of the body may be painfully burned.
1

Electric Shock

When you work in wet places, be very careful when you change
electrodes, stand on a dry board or some other type of insulating

Matvial. Be sure that the machine is grounded:

32
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sELEiTioll OF CURRENT AND ELECTRODE

The,selection of the proper Welding:current and voltage depends
upon thb- size of the electrode, the thickness of the metal being
welded,. the position of the weld, and the experience and skill of
the welder. Since several factors may affect.the current settings,
information published by welding machine manufacturers should only
be used as a guile.

o
N=.

One of.ehe difficulties you may have in learning to strike
an arc is having 'the electrode freeze t5 the, work. You can overcome
this by moving the electrode'across the woo 2 iS If you were striking
a match, as shown in figure 14.

THE ARC IS STRUCK JUST AS
YOUWOULD STRIKE A MATCH

Figure 14. Procedure for Striking the Arc.

After you have established the arc, hold a Long arc momentarily
to preheat the base metal, then shorten it to the proper length
and continue the weld. The proper'arc length is approximately the
same as the electrode diameter andhath a characteristic-hiss ipg
and crackling sound, If the arc is too shoat, it sputters, goes
out intermittently, and the electrode stickwto the work. An arc
that is too long causes spattering loss of puddle control, and
poor penetration. .r

pAMPLEA PROCEDURE FOR PRACTICE

1. Clean the surface of themetal to be welded.
A

2: tfncoil the weld:
the welding table and el

ng cables=, placing the ground plate on
trode holder in its receptacle.

3. Plug in the power cable znd start :the machine.

II 4. Grip the electrode_ in the holder near the end.

5. Pick out a definite spot,on the plate, lower the helmet,
and strike the arc.

(2
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ter
length.

6. Hold a long arc momentarily, then shorten it to the proper

7: Break the arc after, depositing a few globules of metal.

8. Continue this procedure-until the arc can be struck at
the first attempt and at the right spot.

--PRECAUTIONS: 1. AVOID""FL'ASHING" YOURSELF OR OTHERS.

2. MAKE SURE THE GROUND CONNECTION ON-THE
MACHINET§ PROPERLY MADE.

USE PLIERS TO HANDLE HOT METAL.

IDENTIFICATItN AND SELECTION OF ELECTRODES 4:

In_order to protect the weld metal from the harmful effects
of oxygen and nitrogen in the air surrounding- the arc, some form
of protection should-be provided irtthe arc-stream. Sihc absorption

of the,oxygen and trogen by the hot weld causes bri eness in

the veld, the el ctrodes are dedigned with a suitable coating to
,prevent absor This'coating produces a gas shield and a layer

slag which acts as a blanket, keeping the air from quickening
the cowling rate of the molten pool, and aids in purifying the weld
by letting theeimpurities flat to the surface. ,

Types

Shielded arc or heavy coated electrodes are made from wire
of a definite composition with a heavy coating around the wire.
These coatings have been designed to improve the physical properties
of the weld deposit, to control arc stability, and to increase the
spebd and .ease of weldiAg'tn the vertical and overhead
These electrRdes are manufactured by.extrusion, wrapping, heavy
clipping, or combinations Of-these processes. The coating of these
elec'trod'es may be either cellulose, mineral, or a combination of

both.

Reverse p9arity electrodes have a celltilose coating which

'is made 4,km wdtd pulp, sawdust, cotton, or different compositions.-----
of rayon.. This type of coating protects the wild by forming a gaseous
shiel&as it buinsaway. This gas shield allows ...0e weld to cool

and set up faster which is a distinct advantage whih,you are welding
,-:firvthe vertical and overhead positionselo

Straight polarity electrodes have a mineral coating made from

metallic oxides in the form of natural silicates, such as asbestos
or clay,or in. specially manufactured forms of silicates. This

coating protects, the weld by forming a blanket of slag which reduces

the cooling rate. Figure 15 illustrates the shielding effect of

the heavy mineral coating.

40.
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PROJECTING SHEATH
OR MINIATURE CRUCIBLE

'

SL

GASEOUS
SHIELD

GASEOUS
SHIELD

PENETRATION

WELD DEPOSITED
BASE METAL MOLTEN WELD METAL

4Figure 15. Action of Heavy Electrode Coating.

Identification of Electrodes

'The 4mericaa Welding Society as established a numirr and color
`code system for identiL.ieation and selectionof electrodes.. It is

absolutely necessary that you understand the system in order to
select the proper electrode for'the job.

NUMBER CODE... This code.is used on mild steel and low alloy -

electrodes. It may be either a four or fivedigit number with each
digit having a specific meaning.

Since the E-6010.electrode is the Most commonly used; we can
use it as an example of how to read this number.-

/00

The letter E AsignateS this as an electric welding filler.
rod. The first two numbers (60) indicate the minimum tensile strength,
in thousandths of pounds per square inch'. In this case then, the,
tensile strength of this electrode is a minimum of 60,000 psi.

the third number (1):indicates the weld position in which,the
electrode can be best ug*d. This number can be any ode of three.
The one (1) indicates this as an'all position electrode. A two
(2) would indicate flat and horizontal welding positions, and a three
(3) would indicate. welding in the flat position only:

The fourth number (0) refers to the type of current to be used,.
and indirectly, to the type of electrode costing. This number may
be any number from zero (0) to eight (8). Table 1 shows the current
and coatings for each of these numbers.

35
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0 - .15C reverse when thirds digit is 1.

0 - DC reverse polarity; AC when third digit is 2 or 3.

1 .AC* or DC reverse polarity.

2 - DC straight polarity or AC.

-1- AC* or DC straight polarity..

5 DC reverse polarity (lime or titania'sodium low
hydrogen).

6 -,AC* or DC reverse polarity (titanic a-or lipe potassium,
lOw hYdrogen).

8 - AC or DC reverse polarity (iron powder plus low '

hydrogen sodium, covering).

*Preferred

Table 1. Electrode Covering Compositions and Current Selection.

The five digit gives you the same Infp_vaations the
four digit number. in-his .case, the fixa_t_three -dtg-ItS. are ssad

as the tensile strength with the last two still being the position
and the current selection,

AWS COLOR CODE. This code consists of three markings: The
end, spot, and group, aseshown in_table 2.__The end and spot color
indicates the composition of the electrode while the group -Color
indicates the type_qf current. The end color is on.the top o the

base or grip end of the- electrode. The spot color i,located on
the grip end midway between the end of the electrode and the,_flux

coating. The group color is loOted on the flux coating just below
the grip end of the electrode. Tle color coding for common characteristics

Is shown in table 2.

Characteristics of Common Electrodes

The E-6010 electrode is the most universally used of all metallic
arc welding electrodes, principally because it can be used in all

-positions, and the weld deposit has physical properties at least
as good as any other specified electrode. It is sometimes referred

..to as the cellulosic type because the coating contains a'considerable
amount of cellulose, such as wood flour or paper flour, combined
with other ingredients, which are added to obtain certain specific

.1 ftj
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qualities, such as volume and fluidity of the. slag.-- The heat of
,the arc causes the coating to burn and generate large volumes of
gases which effectively shield the moIteft-Metal from the air, preventing
the formation of harmful oxides and nitrides. Good penetration
is characteristic of this type electrode because of the quick freezing.
of the weld metal slag, which makes it applicable for vertical and
overhead work.

E-6021'ELECTRODE, ,The E-6011 electrode is designed to perform
the same work using,alternatingourrent that the 2-60,10NpeTforms
on reverse polarity direct current. It is aall-positiah rod witt
somewhat more slag than the E-6010. The range of welding current

w4 in which various sizes of electrodes can be used satis
As narrower than in the case with E-6010, which means t t the welding
.current controls must be set more exactly.

E-6012 ELECTRODE. The E-6012 electrode is for use with direct,
xuPrec4-Kraight4olarityi but works very well' on alternating, current',

.-as Is the case with most straight polarity electrodes. Penetration
is not deep, consequently, the E-6012 has many advantages-"on jobs
where the "fit-up" ispogrand on light gage material becauSe there
is less tendency to burn through than with he E-6010 or E-6011.
The E-6012 is'an all-position electrdde which has fast welding speeds

' and gives_less spatter than most other types. The bead profile
is not as=flat as that of the E-6010, but is often preferred for
horizontal=fillets-because of the-appearance of the weld.

E-6013 ELECTRODE. The E-6013 electrode, operating on alternating
current, is designed to fulfill the same purpose as the E-6012,s,
operating on straight polarity direct current. The,coating contains
a high percentegie of material for stabilizing and maintaining the

arc. Penetratnn is less than that usually obtained with the E- .

-6012 and spatter is low. This electrode proved to be the most successful
for welding light tubular assemblies and, consequently, was much
used in aircraft Constructidh. It is often used with straight polarity
direct current, but the original intention Was to pairit withthe
.2-6011 inthe same way that the E-6012,is.paired with the E-6010.

Classification

Air Force Supply catalogs identify arc welding electrodes by
military specification numbers, rather than AWS classification numbers.

The following infdimation is of importance to Air Force welders
and can-be found in the 34W4 series tech 1 orders.

CLASS,A ELECTRODE. These correspo d to the AWS electrodes
whose last two'digits are 12 or 13-, su as E-6012 or E-6013.

CLASS B,ELECTRODE. These correspond to the AWS electmdes
whose last Wo digits are10 or 11. This type of electrodtris used
with DC reverse polarity except when specified-as an AC electrode:
Penetration is deep,, which is normally prefFred for good fit-ups
and vertical .9; ayerhea4 welding. This electrode should not be
used when heat treatment is required.
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CLASS C ELgCTRODE. These are ahoy steel electrodc3 to be
'used in welding of chrome molybdenum and chrome-nickelp-molybdenum
steels when heattereatment is required. The corresponding AWS electrode
specification would be E -7020 or E-10020: This type of electrode
is generally used with straight polarity, but may also be used-on /

AC current. Only the smaller diameter electrodes; 5/64" and 3/32",/
are adaptable to all positions. The larger diameter electrodes
are generally used for horizontal *Oats and flat work'where deep
penetration is not required.

CLASS D'ELEOTRODE. This is a companion rod to the class C electrode

under the same-specification and is used where deeper penetration
is required.' Its pu(rpose is for the welding of chrome-molybdenum
(4135 and 4140) and chrome-nickelmolybdenum (8735 and 8740) steels
(with preheat of the parts to 400 degrees to 500 degrees F). The
corresponding AWS electrode specification would be E-7030 or E-10030.

This type of electrode is generally used with reverse polarity,

but may also be used with AC current. It is an all-position electrode.

Welding Current

The selection of the proper welding current and voltage depends
upon the size of the electrode, the thickness of he plate being
welded, and the welder's skill. If flat positi welding, higher
current values and voltage may be used than f vertical and overhead

welds with an electrode of the same size. I general, the proper
current and voltage settings are obtained from experience and should
be adjusted to fulfill the requirements of the particular welding

operation. Since several factors affect the current and voltage
requirements, data published by the manufacturers should be used

only as a.guide.

Electrode Diameter Amperes
Minimum Maximum

Standard Electrode.
Lengths

1/16 in 40 - 60 8 in

3/32 in 70 - 90 11 1/2 in

1/8 in 110 135 14 or 18 in

5/32 'in -*1St) 180 14,0r 18 in

3/16 in , 180 220 14 or 18 in

1/4* in 250 300 14 or 18 in

5/16* in 300 425 14 or 18 in

3/8* in e 450 550 14 or 18 in

* Diameters, 1/4 in 5/16 in and 3/8 In are for'flat position only

AMY

6i a '

Table 3. Currents Used With Gaseous and Slag Type Electrodes.
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The mineral-:Coated type of shielded arc electrode, which produces
a slag as a shield, requires higher welding cufrents than the cellulose-
coated type, which produces.a large volume of gases to shield the
arc stream. T ait" 3 shbws the current 'requireikItt for the mineral-

coated or slag=forming electrode and the cellulose-coated or gaseous -
type of electrode. The welding voltage varies frpm ajout 20 volts
for the 3/32 inch electrodes to 50 volts for the 1/4 Finch heavy-
coated electrodes of either the gaseous or slag-forming electrodes.

The shielded arc electrodehas-replaced the bare and light-,
,coated electrodes for most welding applications. The factors largely
responsible for this have been higher welding speeds, better weld
Metal quality, and the ability to introduce certain alloying eldhents
into the weld metal through the heavy-coating on the electrode.

QUESTIONS

1. What is the difference between aDC welder and an AC welde'r?

2. In what technical order is maintenance on arc welding
machines found?

3. What are the five distinct forces responsible for weld
metal transfer?

'4. What determines the welding current and voltage?

5. What is the difference in the coating on the electrode,
between reverse and straight polarity?

6. In electrode coding, whit does E-6010 mean?

7. , In what position can E-6010 be used?

REFERENCES

TO 34W4 -1 -5, Welding Theory and Application.
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PREPARE VARIOUS TYPES OF PIPE JOINTS FOR WELDING
A

OBJECTIVES

az. .1.7 -2. - 104
3 AZR4-X159-4-S G-107

After "gmmpieting this study guide, assigned study, and your
classroom instruction, you will apply the principles and techni-
ques,involyed in the_ eparations of various types of pipe joints
for welding.,

INTRODUCTION

. Preparati.ons of a pipe joint for welding is probably the most
important'operatibn involved in pipe welding. A part that has not
been properly aligned, or cleaned prior to welding.mayAfail under
severe operating conditions.

)

INFORMATON

Edges or surfaces of parts to be joinedby welding-may be prepared
by machinigg,.shearing, flame cutting, or other suitable means.
Regardless of which method is used, the resulting joint must meet
the required ,geometry., and)must provide a sound, bright, metal surface.
It is desirable to control the geometry of the joint to minimize
any notch, condition thatx.might_lead to concentration of stress.-
Sharp confers, or sudden changes in size or contour are to be'avoided.

, All metal that is to be fused during welding must be absolutely
clean. This is a basic requirement to obtain sound weld metal within,
the weld-deposit. Cleaning is imperative to edges that have been
prepared for weldilig, to e]ectrodes, and to surrounding equipment;
such as welding benches, jigs, andholddown devices. Cleanliness
also is a,requisite to flux coating remaining on-weld metal or base
metal. upon which subsequent weld metal is to be deposited..

4

Pipe,ta be welded is usually supplied with a V bevel having
ari angle otM-112 2-1/2 degrees with a 1/16 1/32 inch root
face landat the bottom of the edge to be welded, as shown in
ffgure'16. Pipe sp.ddle joints should be beveled in the same manner
as butt we/di.

In the evtni that operating personnel have a doubt as-to the
nature'ofthe:jpint or its preparation, the project engineer must
be consulted before proceeding with any further preparation or'welding
of the joint it .question.

t'

,
GI
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HORIZONTAL PIPE AXIS

1

Figure 16. Welient With Root Opening,
Horizontal Attitude.

CUTTING OrPIPE

Cutting pipe is necessary when the pipe must beof a specific
length requirement. .To ensure a leakprodf welded joint, the pipe
must be gut in a true circle with a plane perpendicular to the centerline

of the pipe. A straight edge or roundabout-made of a strip of-heavy
paper, cardboard, leather belting, or .gasket material may be used '

to aid in layout. The strip is made longer than the cl.rcumfeience

of the pipe to'be gelded. The sheet material or roundabout is wrapped
around the pipe, as shown in figure.17, and the line of the cut,

marked wl.th a-soapetone pencil. The cut is beveled with' a hand
cutting torch along the line, as shown in figure 18, and-the cut

ghecked"with a carpeffter's square.

4
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FITTING UP AND TACK WELDING

Joints which require a root openiug must nave a separation

between lands-or welding edges of '3/32 + 1/32 inch for the full

length of.the,joint, as shown in ..:11gure 16. The ends of the pipe.

are aligned-accurately. In no case will the welding edges at the

joint be offset from each other in excess of 1/16 inch, or 1/5 of

the wall thickness of the lightgr mAteridi whichever. is less.
o

,4* RA PD` 1031

Figure 19. Pipe Lineup Clamp and Spacing TopZ.
A

All parts to be joined by. welding are.securely-held in correct
position by jigs, clamps, clips, or other suitable devices, as shown
in figure 19, or by tack welds, as shown in figures 20 and 21. Holding

devices must be adequate to maintain, alignment of all parts throughout

the entize welding operation. Tack welds must be of the sie quality
and made by the same pyocedure as the completed weld.

a

I

SUPPORT BLOCK .

Figure 20. Angle Iron Serving as Jig
for SmaZZ.Diameter Pipe.
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A

ROLLERS

r A

A

Figure 21. Diagram of Tack Welded
Pipe on RoZZers.

liD

The orientation of'weld-joints with respect to horizontal and o'

vertical planes of reference must beE-in accordance with that illustrated
in figure 22.

HORIZONTAL
PIPE AXIS

VERTICAL PIPE AXIS

Figure 20. Position of Pipe pr Fixed
Positibn Welding.

FIXED POSITION WELDING

I

gelding must be accomplished without pipe rotation, so that
weld metal is deposited in the overhead, vertical, flat, and horizontal
fixed position.

Welding Must be started at the bottom of the joint and must
progress upward to the top of the joint. Under no conditions will
welding'be performed in the reverse order.

47
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QUESTIONS
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%If

1. -What is the angle ust....1 when making a V bevel on pipe?

2. What is the piirpose of tack welding a pipe joint prior

to welding?

REFERENCES

TO 34W4-1-5, Welding Theory and Application.
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METALLIC AR

'OBJECTIVES

LDING OF.ICARBOil STEEL PIPE JOINTS

After completing this study,gdide, assigned study, and your
classroom instruction, you will-'apply thefundamental principles '

and techniques for welding carbon steel butt, angle, and tee pipe
joints i the fixed vertical, horizontal, and overhead positions.

INTRODU TION

Although the overhead position in welding is considered by
some to befthe most difficult, it does not have to be any more difficult
than any other position. In the case of overhead pipe welding,
only about one-third of the weld be:ad is actually'mep in the overhead
position. The other two-thirds is equally divided b'tween the vertical
and flat welding position.

INFORMATION
/

In the erection of structuresor equipient and especially in
repair work, it is often necessary to weld in the overhead position.
Fortunately, there are forces present.in the electric arc.sufficiently
powerful to overcome the force of gravity and makt it pOseible to
deposit metal overhead. One of the most effective.of these forces
is the propelling ppwer of the gases formed by the combustion of
the coating. Due to the heat of the arc, these gases are expanding
at a tremendous rate.

OVERHEAD POSITION WELDING

The overheid positibn of welding is defined as one in which
filler metal is deposited from theunderside of the joint and the
face of the weld Is approximately horizontal.

.1

Figure 23. Theory of Overhead Arc Deposits.

49
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11 Tie transfer of metal itr overhead arc welding is 'accomplished

in different ways depending on arq.lengths. An overhead 4epodit

:Made while holding a long arc will be relatively small and due only

to condensation of vaporized metal. In the case'of the short arc,

there is a globular growth until contact-is made with the liquified

plate, figure 23; or surface of the deposit, thUs the forces of

adhesion and surfaceAension at the plate overcome the combined

forces of gravitation, cohesion and surface tension acting to hOld

the globule to the electrode surface.

It is evident that the force of adhesion and surface tension_

of the plate,dombined with the force of the gases produced by the

S4 -coated electrode, must overcome the forces of gravitation, cohesion,

"and surface tenaioq,at the end of the electrode. These forces acting

against the depositing of molten metal may be overcome b:y using

a small diameter electrode and holding a somewhat shorter arc length.
Also helpful, is heating-of the overhead joint locally to start

an effective metal deposit. This cantbe accomplished by holding

a long arc length at.the start of the weld. It is often desirable,
especially on heavy plate, to burn 2 to 3 inches of electrode in

heating the joint.

Electrodes, Polarity, and Current Settings
r-

In metallic arc welding, only tlitse electrodes designed for

overhead welding should be used. Welding with large diameter electrodes

is difficult. The 3/16 inch diameter electrode is considered the
maximum practidal size used for welding overhead. The amount of
welding current should be carefully adjusted in'order that a short

arc length can be held. Usually only a slight movement of the electrode

is necessary ifillpther factors, such as a current adjustment and

electrode angle, are correct.

When using a DC arc welding machine, reverse polarity (electrode
positive) is used. Since the greater amount of heat'is at the positive
terminal of the welding circuit, penetration is more easily obtained.
This serves as an aid in a position in which penetration is otherwise

difficultto obtain.

The selection of the proper' welding current depends upon the
size of the electrode, the thickness of the plate being welded,

the position of welding, and the welder's skill. In overhead position

welding, lower current values must be used thai for flat welding

with an electrode of the same size. In general, the proper current

settings are obtained from experience and should be adjusted to
'fulfill the requirements of the particular welding operation. Since

several factors affect the current requirements, data published
by manufacturers should be used only as a guide.

50



Overhead Position

-.0f

l':qp bead welding, the electrode shouldbg held at an angle
. of 810degreea to the base metal, as illustrated in A, figure 24,

-or maybe tilted approximately 15 degrees in the direction of welding
shown in B; figure 24. This will.provide a better view of the arc
and crater of the weld,

av,

Overhead Position

N.

10 DEG

A

44c:to

ammi101
IRECT,ON QF

WELDING VoiG

Figure 24. Bead Welding in Overhead Position.

Weave beads can be made in the overhead position by using the
. motion illustrated in-ligure'25. A rather rapid motion is necessary

atthe end of each semicircular weave in order to control the Molten
metal deposit. Excegsile weaving should be avoided because this
will cause overheating of the weld deposit and the formation of a
large pool, which will be hard to control, .

Butt Joint

Figure 25. Position ofElectrlode and
Weave' MOtion'in Overhead Position.

The plates should be prepared for butt welding in the overhead .

position in the'same manner as that required in the flat position
and the most satisfactory results are obtaihed if backup strips
are used,-. If the plates are beveled with a featherlike ridgi and
no backup strip,is.used,*the weld will tend to burn hough*fipeatedly

3 0unless extreme care.is taken by the operator,
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1.1 4-5.For overhead butt welding, beads rather than weave welds are
preferred.- Each bead should be cleaned and the rough areas chipped
out before the following pass is deposited.,

4

Figure 26. Welding Butt Joint in
Overhead Position.

The positions of the electrode and the order to be followed
in depositing beads on 1/4 and 1/2 inch plates are shown in figures

26.and 27.

8

Figure
s
27. Multipass Butt Joint in the Overhead Position.,

The first pass should be made*with the electrode held at 90
degrees to the plate, as shown in figure 28.
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Figure 28. Position of First Pass for /
Yr Overhead Welding.

VERTICAL POSITION PIPE WELDING

//1

Welding in the vertical. position is much more difficult than
welding in thg flat position. The force of gravity acting on the
globules passing across the arc to the molten pool tends to deflect
them from the crater so that the operator is forced to hold a short
arc and to manipulate the electrode in order to control the size
of the molten pool. -A force which is probably the Strongest in
propelling the globuleg across the arc is that exerted by gas produced,
fromthe electrode coating. This gas expands at a rapid rate forcing
the metal across the gap.

The electrodes used for vertical welding have lighter coatings
than the type used only for the flat position. They are so designed
that the weld metal and slag solidify quickly. Electrodes of this
type require the use of reverse polarity. Since the greater amount
of heat is at the positive side of the welding circuit (the tip
of the electrode).penetration is more easily secured with reverse
polarity. This serves as an aid in a position in which penetration

ois otherwise more difficult to obtain. They are classified under
American' Welding Society specifications as AWS E-6010 and in AF
supply catalogs as class B electrodes.

When using coated. electrodes in the vertical position, it is
necessary to use smaller electrodes at lower current settings (as
compared to.flat position welding). This serves as an aid in maintaining
a small pool of molten metal, thus permitting surface tension to
overcome the fbrce of gravity. The current settings recommended
by the erectrode manufacturer may serve as.a guide in making initial
settings for a gl,ven electrode ...size.

Jointjreparation and WeldSpectficaiioni

The preparation of the joint for welding in the vertical position
is the same as required for-welding in the flat position.. Also,
weld specifications are the same for vertical and flafwelds.- It
,may, however, be necessary in vertical welding to make a number
of passes for a joint which would requir,11.only one pass in the flat

.position.
53
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Illhntques;f Vertical Welding Beads on Steel Pia

Thecorret.t positionPand manipulation of the electrode for
'welding upwrd in the vertical position is shown in figure 29. The

p * electrode is held perpendicular to the plates late&lly, but inclined
-down about .5 degrees from the horizontal plane, so ;the tip of the

efectrode'points-slightly upwafd andaway from the crater.

8"

APPROXIMATE ELECTRODE ANGLE
AFTER :WELD IS STARTED

SHELF

ELECTRODE ANGLE AT
START OF WELD5

Figure 29. Technique for Welding Upward in the Vertical Position.

The weld is started by directing the end of the electrode down

as shown in figure 29, This permits the deposited metal to form
4 ashield; after-building of the shield; the angle-of the electrode

is then changed with the end directed, upward as previously stated.
Ab,the weld progresses the tip of the electrode is Momentarily moved
upWard,ahead of the pool of molten metal long enough to permit the

deposit to solidify. Thfs is repeated along the line of the weld
to the top of the plate.

A somewhat shorter arc length is required in order to control

the size of the molten pool. The arc is never'broken throughout

the movement of the electrode the end is mere* moverfrom the
oraeer just long enough to peter t the deposited metal to solidify
and form a shelf upon which additional metal is deposited. Since

. some operators will 'work faster and, use higher current values than

others, the timing of this movement will vary, depending upon the

individual. Actually; effective disposition of metal should take
,place only during the time in which the electrode is in position
4 at.the downward end of the movement . ` /
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To obtain welds which are wider thax welds produced by the
above technique, a slight weaving motionlof the electrode is used.
A slightly larger diameter electrode with higher welding current
aids in producing larger welds; hawever,:3/16-inch diameter electrode
is considered the maximum practical size for vertical welding.

Figyze 30. Vertical Weave Bead, Welding Up.

Ah example of a typical weave when welding in the vertical
position is shown in figure 30. The electrode is moved in a slight
side-to-side movement in the crater during the disposition of weld
metals, followed bY a movement of the electrode upward momentarily
to allow the deposited metals to solidify. This procedure/will
elibilnate a highly crowned head which may result when the weaving
motion is not used. When large maximum strength welds aft' required,

'.a series of stringer beads are deposited.
1 Y-

PIPE WELDING TECHNIQUES

The actual welding process is similar to welding flat plates.
In the vertical position, the pipe is positioned as shown in figure
31, and the weld progresses completely around the pipe, Welding
should be accomplished without pipe rotation.

a
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Figure 31. Vertical Positioning.

Welding in the overhead position is defined as the position
in which filler metal is deposited from the underside of the joint.
In pipe welding, this is the most difficult of all welding positions.
It should be accomplished without pipe rotation and in the position

shown in figure 32. The, weld metal is. deposited from the overhead,

vertical, flat, and horizontal positions.. The weld should be started
at the bottom of the joint and progress upward to the top o; the

joint. Under no conditions will welding be performed in the reverse

order.

HORIZONTAL
PIPE AXIS

Figure 32.
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When welding carbon steel pipe joints, the same principles

prectices used for flat plate welding are employed. The pipe
joint itay be preheated by using a long arc, but-actual-transfer*
of metal should be accomplished with a short arc. The E-6010 electrode
should be used, DC reverse' polarity employed, and current adjusted
to ,suit indiV1.4u4-weldingcharacteristics.

QUESTIONS
.,

.

1. ,Define the ever d welding position.

2. Why a '--e-ck-up.i rips ed in overhead welding?-------
3. --Why do you use smalleeelectrodps when welding vertically?

H4. In.What;directiOn is'pipe welding performed?

REFERENCES .4 .

TO 34W4-1-6, Welding Theory and Application.
.
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Lau As SHIELDED ARC WELDING OF STAINLESS
STEEL PIPE JOINTS

_OBJECTIVES I

After completing this study guide and your classroom, instructions,
you will apply the fundamentals,' principles, and techniques of welding
stainlessteel'pipe in the fixed vertical, horizontal, and overhead
pNitions for'the butt, angle, and tee joints.

JNTRODUCTION

. Inert-gas shielded welding is a welding process which uses
an- inert-gas -to protect the-weld zone from atmospheric oxidation
which would contaminate the weld. It produces welds that axe stronger,
more ductile, and' more corrosion resistant than welds made with
ordinary metallic arc welding. The protective shield that envelops -

the weld enables the joints to be fabricated without the use of
'flux, thus eliminating the corrosion due to flux entrapment, and
also expensive postwelding operations. The entire Welding operation
takes place without spatter, sparks, or-fumes.

INFORMATION

There are many inert'gas shielded welding processes. The process
. that you are going to become familiar with,is tungsten inert-gas

(TIG),, ligure 33. Tungsten inert-gas_uses a nonconsumable electrode,_
as compared to metallic inert-gas (MIG), figure 34.

ELECTRODEf HOLDER

TUNGSTEN
ELECTRODE

GAS
AS SAGES

E LEC.
CON DUCTOR

INSULATING
SHEATH

tk" I

WORK S H I ELDIN,P
GAS

GA$.
SUPPLY

Figure 33._ Inert-Gas Shielded Process (Nonconsumable Electrode) TIG.
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WELDING GAS

D
WELDER

WIRE REEL

CONTXT

CONTROLS FOR
GOVERNING WIRE
DRIVE, CURRENT,
GAS FLOW, AND
COOLING WATER
IF USED.

GAS
SUPPLY

Figure 34. Inez Gas Shielded Process (Consumable Electrode) MIG.

The tungsten inert-gas shielded welding process is especially
adapted for welding light gage work requiring the highest quality
and/or finish because of the exceptional concentration of heat, precise
heat control, and the ability to weld with or without filler metal.
It is one of the few-processes which permits the rapid welding of
tin or light - walled objects.

An arc from the electrode in the atmosphere of inert ga vides
an intense source of heat which is very clean and operates very '

4 qiiletly, The inert gases ptovide an almost ideal shielding cover
in which to melt most metals for welding, refining, or casting,
Because.of this, the inert gas process is generally adapted for
welding a wide range of materials.

Most metals or alloys-which do not vaporize under the heat
of the arc, and which solidify without cracking, can be welded,
Some of the metals that can he satisfactorily welded by this method
are most gradet of carbon alloy and stainless steels,- aluminum, and

,most of its alloys, magnesium and most of its,alloys, copper, copper-
nickel, phosphor bronze, tin bronzes of various types, brasses,

,,nickel,mome1§-iconel, high temperature alloys, titanium, zirconium
gold, and silver.

TIG WELDING

The basic requireMents-ior inert.gas shielding arc welding

consists,of a power unit, gas shielded welding torch, shielding
gases, auxiliary equipment, and protective Welding equipment.

Power Sburce

The welding current may be supplied through either a welding
generator, DC rectifier, or an"-AC transformer, Figure 35 illustrates
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a standard TIG welder. It is important that the unit have good
current control at.the lowe41.end of the current range. Standard

,DC welding machines are employed and selected on the basis of the
current-output-and the range necessary to-meet the requirements

of the work. Superimposed high frequency is used in some machines
-to permit starting the arc thout the electrode contacting the-
work.

Figure 35. TIG Welder.

Torch

There are siiveral types and models of gas'shielded welding
torches being used today. The operation and design are basically
the same with the exception of the manner in which they are cooled.

I

.
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Figure 36. Air CooleeVGas Shielded Aiv Welding l'oreh.

The air-cooled torch, figure 36, is designed for manual welding

of thin gage materials and ia excellent for'weld repairing thin sections

of jet engine parts. This torch can be used for'welding with high
frequency stabilize4 alternating current or straight polarity direct

current, depending on the job requirements. It can p orm continuously-

on AC or DC current up to 100 amps.

. -

TORCH HANDLE,

I

1.

HOSE POWER VAER .
Gnu

GAS ORIFICES

LECTRODE HOLDER

SHIELDING CUP

TUNGSTEN ELECTRODE

Figure 37. Plate

GAO I

WATER _HOSE GAS HOSE "WATER 1

tr I GAS PASSAGES

4-4-- WATER FLOW k

pied, inert-Gas Shielded Are Welding Torch.

The.water-cooled torch;fignre 37, is-;designed to operate at
higher Cutrent ratings above 100 amperes and up to 300 amperes current

capacity. Water COolingrof the torch and power cable for inert-

gas shielded welding makes possialethe use of lightweight parts

capable of carrying the rated current without danger of overheating.

'The pawer.cable is located in the water discharge line hose. Water

requirements-are from one to' two pints per4minute. A special fuse
of about 45-amps is installed/in the power lead line to the torch

to protect the equipment from oirerheating in case of-water stoppage.

-The torch - head basically consists of-three parts: the .collet or

electrode holder, the gas shielding cup, and the tungsten electrode.

The shielding gas enters through a plastic hose fitted'to the rear

of the torch handle, passes through'the body, and emerges from the

gas orifices in the ,torch head.-.It is then guided down toward the

weld or-Molten podl by the gas shielding' cup that surrounds the

electrode._ 62
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The tungsten electrode is held firmly in place by a replaceable

eletrode holder (collet) that screws into the torch head. The threaded
end that screws into the torch head is split into four patts. When
the electrode holder is tightened, a clamping aCtion'takes place /
on the electrode and holds it firmly iniplace. The holders are
made in various Sizes and hold electrodes from .020to 1/4 inch
in diameter and from 3 to 12% inches long.

e* ,

GhS shielding cups are made from plastic, metal, and ceramic
tile., They are made in various sizes and the size selected depends
on the size of the electrode to be used. The cup.number indicates
the diameter of the cup in 1/16 of an inch. Continued use of the
torch at high amperage tends to deteriorate-the shielding gas cup.
For this reason, metal water-cooled cups Ore used with currents
above 100 amps.

Hose

Rubber or plastic hose is used to circulate water for cooling
the torch and power cable lead. The bare, flexible lead cable is
enclosed in the water outlet hose. A separated hose"is used for
the water inlet and another for feeding the shielded gas to the
torch. In case of water stoppage, welding must be stopped to prevent
damage to the welding equipment.

Water stoppage may re tilt from an accumulation of dirt in the
small passages of the torch. This condition can usually be corrected
by disconnecting the water lines and momentarily reversing the flow
of water. Three possible causes of leakage in water lines are an
excessive high water pressure, mistreatment of equipment, and improperly
sealed hose connection. If leaking occurs in the 'torch handle,

.

soldered repairs may be necessary. When the-hose is damaged near
a connection, -it is only necessary to cut away the broken section
and reinstall it to the fi ng. Rubber cement or a hose clamp may
be used for securing a leak roof joint. When repairing the water
outlet hose, it is necessary to remove an equal length of electrical
cable.

'The argon or helium hose must )g gastight. If the,molten pool
becomes cloudy or the tungsten electrode tur#3. a blue while cooling;
it is an indication of"a leak in the'hose or hose connections: If,
for any reason, the plastic hose is subjected to temperatures above
125 degrees, -it becomes soft and loses its strength. It should
be protected carefully and not allowed to come in contact with hot
metal. Hose that has been.burned or broken should be replaced because,
it cannot be effectively repaired. Leaks cause the shielding gas
to become diluted with air and causes- contamination of the molten
pool and the adjacent metal.

TUngsten Electrodes

Four types of tungsten electrodes are used for gas shielded N.
welding.' They are 06 ercially.pure tungsten, 1% thoriated tungsten,
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2% thoriated tungsten, and tungsten contlaning .3 to .5 percent

zirconium. The thoriated tungsten electrodes are superior to pure
tungsten electrodes because of their higher electron flow., better
arc starting and stability, high current- carryingcapacitY, and
hieigrresistance to contamination. The tungstdn electrodad cdhtaidOg
zirconium have been refined and imprOvect to make them better than
the thoriated tungsten electrodes butare considered to be too eXpensive

for normal Air Force use.

The tungsten electrodes are color coded for easier selection.'
-Pure tungsten has a green end, 1% thori %ted has a yellow end, 2%

thoriated haste red end, and the zirconium tungsten has a brown

end..

Tungsten electrodes are practically nonconsumable,-but when
the electiOde, unintentionally touches the molten pool, 'a small ball

forms on the end; wbach may cause an erratic arc. This metal pickup

should be removed by grinding or breaking it off with a pair of

pliers. Electrode loss due to oxidation can be prevented by leaving
the gas on a short time after the arc is broken, allowing it to

cool in the protective atmosphere of the shielding gas. Tungsten
electrodes are availab14`in diameters of .020 to 1/4 inch andrin

lengths of 3 to 12 inches. The,diameter of the electrode to be
used depends upon the current setting used in welding.

Foot Control'

The foot control is a foot-operatea rheostat which is installed
in the field circuit of the welding machine to change the arc for

varying thicknesses of metal. This proirides a convenient method

of making slight changes in current settings during welding. This

control enables-you to start and stop tie machine, and provides
a convenient method of making current settings during welding. Another

advantage is that the control shuts offfthevelding and at the same
time allows the gas to flow, which protects theyeld during cooling,

and helps to control crater cracking.

17.

Figure 38. Argon Regulator Flowmeter.
64
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Gas Regulator /27
'A combination regulator7flowmeter, figure 38, has been developed

to control the flow of,shielding gases.. It steps down the high
pressure-in the Cylinder-or-Manifold to lthwer working pressures.
The gas flow to the apparatus.is indicated on a flowmeter tube.
In, operations in which.the gas consumption is high, a central cylinder
manifold system can be installed and the gad piped to,the various
welding' stations. The flowmeter is equipped with a manual throttle
valve for gas flow adjustment so the welder can set the gas flow
required. The flowmeter tube is calibrated at-a positive pressure
which normally exceeds any back pressure produced by the equipment.
This makesa true reading of the gas pressure pqssible.

For economic easons and for ease in handling, both manual
and mechanical shutoff valves are made available in the power unit.
Electric solenoid valves are installed in the unit, allowing the
flow of shielding gas and water to be turned on automatically when
the foot control is used. These valves are designed in such a manner
-that they can be timed to allow the gas and water to flow before
the arc is struck. When the foot control is used to stop the arc,
the gas and water continue to flow for a specified time. The flowing
of gas and water after the arc is stopped permits cooling of the
electrode and molten pool, protecting them from atmospheric contamination.

Welding Current

DIRECT CURRENT. The welding circuit may be connected as either
straight or reverse polarity. The choice of polarity'depends upon
the type of metal to be welded.

,In direct current straight polarity (DCSP) welding, the electrode
is negative and the work-is positive, as shown in figure 39A. Id
straight polarity welding,the electrons strike the plate at high
velocity, produC'ing a concentration of heat effect upon the plate.
The heat not only influences the welding action, but the shape of
the weld also. DCSP produces a Aeep, narrow weld, as shpwn in, figure
39B:

A

Figure 39. Wiiding Current.

D.C. STRAIGHT adjfet



Direct current reverse polarity (DCRP) welding, the electrode
is positiye and the work is negative, as shown in _figure 40A. In

reverse polarity welding, the electrons are flowing from the plate

to-the electrode. This requires the use of large diameter electrodes

to absorb the extra heat generated and helps to prevent the electrode

from burning off, DCRP produces a wide,'shallow weld, as shown

in figure 40B. For any given welding current, DCRP requires a-larger

diameter electrode than DCSP4

A

Figure 40. Direct Current - Reverse Polarity.

. .

. ,.

ALTERNATING CURRENT. Alternating current (AC) welding is'a
combination of DCSP and DCRP weld ng current. One -half of each

complete cycle is DCSP and the of er half is DCRP, as shown in figure,.

41. Foreign matter, such as moisture, oxides, or scale, on the
surface of the plate, tends to prevent the Dim of current in the w

reverse polarity direction, If no current flows in the reverse
direction, rectification is.taking place and the current wave would

look like figure 42. To prevent this from occurring, it is common

practice to superimpose high voltage, high frequency additional

current on the standard welding current. When high frequency is
superimposed'upon AC welding current, a continual flow of electrons

is jumping the gap between the electrode and the work piece, piercing

the oxide film and forming a path for the welding current to folloW.

Some advantages that are obuined'fram using high frequency.current

are starting the arc without touching the electrode to the work

piece,better arc starting and stability, a longer-arc'is possible,
welding electrodes have a longer life, and wider current ranges '

can be used. A typical weld contour produced, with high frequency
stabilized AC is shown in figure 43, with DCSP,, and DCRP welds'for

comparison.
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Figure 41. AC Wd6e.
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Figure 42. Rectified AC Wave.

_WELD RESULT - SUMMARY

C. C. c D. C.
REVERSE

1,QU:1:IVY POLARITY

A. C.
WELDING

Figure 43. Comparison of
Weld Contours.-

Although there are several inert gases which may be used for
gas shielded welding, argon and helium are the two-most commonly
used. The pain reasons for this is the complete ihemical inertness.
and insolubility in molten metals; electrical characteristics that
are favorable to smooth, quiet arc action, and efficient metal transfer
at high current density. Whether argon or helium is used'for the
shielding gas depends on the diitinctive characteristics required
to prOduce the des;tred results. Argon is used in most cases, but
helium is used wizen more heat per ampere of welding current is needed.

:This charatteriAtic of helium becomes-a disadvantage when, welding
very light gages of metal; 1/32 inch or#,less.

67
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The term "inert-gas" suggest& a"chemically inactive gas, one

which-will not'combine with any other element. The two gases produce
different effects upon the materials to be welded due to arc. voltage,

argon. producing a narrow bead' with-deep center penetration,- while
helium produltes a wide bead with comparatively shallow penetration.
These differences often make one or-the other of the two gases,

or a mixture of the two, preferable for specific applications.

Many other types of gases and gas mixtures have teen tested,'

ht a have some e c ency w ch prevente t em rom .e ng use ,
such as causing rapid deterioration of the electrode, porosity in
welds, and arc instability. Some hack been found quite useful for
specific purposes, such as,nitrogen, which is used as a shielding

gas for welding copper. 'Also, mixtures of argon, helium, and hydrogen

have been used in welding stainless steel and some nickel-bearing
alloys, such as monel. Both gases are plentiful, but due to the
difference in weight, three times ag much helium is required for'

shielding as argon,

ARGON. Argon is a colorless, odorless, nontoxic, and nonflammable'
inert-gas, which is somewhat heavier than air._ lt,is supplied in
cylinders similar ln size and shape to oxygen cylinders, carrying

pressure between 2000 and 2500 pounds per square inch. The cylinder

may be identified by the distinctive color markings of gray with

a white band painted horizontally around the cylinder. The cylinder

is considered empty when the pressure is reduced to 40 pounds per

square inch and should be replaced with a full cylinder.

Gas purity may have considerable bearing on welding, depe ing

upon the extent to which materials are affected by impurities, st

less steel, as a-rule, is nit significantly affected -by small percentages

of impurity in the shieldinfgasp Nonferrous metals, such as aluminum

and magnesium, are relatively'sensitive to impurities and axerbest

re4ded with high-pUrity gas. The argon and helium gases which are
commercially available:from most sources are of high purity and

average well over 99.95% pure.

Argon. is generally used for all alternating current welding

applications, such as welding aluminum, magnesium, or copper. The

;arc is relatively hard to statt in hel m gat'shielding when very

low welding current is used. This di is not encountered

with argon and the low arc voltage cha is is particularly

helpful in the welding of thin material the tendency toward

burn-through is reduced.

HELIUM. Helium is a colorless, odorless, nontoxic, and tasteless

inert-gas, It is also much lighter than air being the second lightest

of all gases. .Helium is nonflammable and is placed under pressure

-in cylinders, like argon, with 2000 to'25000 pounds per square inch,

The cylinders may be identified by the distinctive color markings 2\

of gray with a buff top (light brown). The cylinder is considered \\

empty when the pressure is reduced to 25 pounds per square inch \\

and should be replaced with a full cylinder.
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Helium is used mainly with dirt current welding machines,'.
4-11

using DCSP. This shielding gas is used to weld magnesium usii
4.* DCRP.. High arc voltage and current settings are desirable for welding

thick metallic materials whicg have high heat conductivity.

CN
* WELDABILITY OF STAINLESS STEELS

Stainless steels are probably the most easily welded of all
metals by/the-ga's shielded process.' They are generally welded with
direct current straight polarity,using argon as the shielding gas.
These factor v imp heat input, resulting in deep penetration
and fast wel eeds.tis technique minimizes carbide precipitation 4
in nonstabi ize tainleirreteel and helps reduce distortion on

-11w=thin sections.

Carbide precipitation is an important factor to consider in
welding stainlesPsteel. When the metal is kept at an elevated
temperature for any length of time, the carbon combines with chromium
and fs chromium carbide. In the region of this carbide formation,
a loss of corrosion resistance results and the tensile strength
and ductIlity ard;redubed. This usually occurs near the fusion
line in the welding of.etainiess'steel. The effect can be reduced
to a minimum by confining the arcior heat to assmall an area as .

possible., This means t
smaller electrodes, hi
Inert -gas shielded wel

tungsten electrode
mouse -of high amperages w

higher welding speed a
-0 cool

at-:best 'results are obtalned by the use of
her amperages, and faster weld.ing.speeds.

ing is very adaptable in this respect as
as a very high melting point,"allowing.the
h smaller diameter electrodes. This permits
narrow heat affeCied zone, and more rapid:".

ato

- -.14',1-:

0

1

'

e coefficient of expansion for stainless steel is approximately
60% g eiter.Ehan for carbon steels, and special, precautions are
a neces%ity. To resist the tendency to wall during welding, joint
edges UfiLt be correctly aligned and properly spaced. Tack welds
must be closely spaced in accordancerwith metal thickness. Thin
gage metals offer less re stance4-in /Wage /hen heat fs applied 1.

and must, therefore, be ta weldecCat'dloser intervals. than heavy
gage metes.

he cor

WELDING STAINLESS STEEL PIPE,
- , ,,

on resistant pipe welding 'represents aver large
portion o he weldingeing.performed., 'There are countless applications
where the techniques of MOdein pipe welding may be successful And.
'profitably employed. Heli-arc pipe welding is a recent advance

i

in the lltIngof corrosion resistant metal. -High qua4iity welds
wi.eR un penetration may be readily made at a lower,cost.thin
'welts made with either oxyacetylene or covere trode welding:

6'9
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I 31-Corrosionoregistant steels, "such s stainless steels eve come

into their prese3t wide use mainly because of one characteristic
they have in common; they are all resistant to corrosion and oxidation.
This corrosion resistant property is due to a chromium'-content in

amounts of over 10 percent. Other elements added to impart certain
desirable propeties are nickel, manganese, columbium, .titanium,

molybdenum, silicon, and carbon.--
,

BUTT JOI1TTS

The most common type of joint used in the fabrication of welded

pipe systems is,the butt joint. It is the most satisfactory from

the standpoint,of stress distribution.

PENETRATION QE AD

No

rWIELD DROP
32 THROUGH

-1;:h4AX. WELD
SINK IN

OVERHEAD
POSMON

I" Are: Nb.
Figure 44. Typicat'WeZd Dimensions of

a Standard Vee Joint With Joint .Spacing.

-
Butt joints should be reinforced with weld metal in excess

of the neemthroat dimension by at least 1/16 inch. The reinforcement

should be so built'up that there is a gradual increase in thickness
from edge to center. Excessive reinforceient should be avoided, s "

as it may introduce undesirable stress concentration. Figure 44'

shows typical weld dimensions of a butt,joint.

Reinforcement of butt welds shall be riot less than 1/16 inch,
nor more than63/32 inch above the surface of the base material,

Reinforcement shall be b ilt up unifOrmly from the surface of the

4, babe 9aterial to a maxim at the center of the weld, and shall

blinibmoothly and gradu ly with the base material.- Finished weld
contours shall be uniform and free from depressions below the surface

of the base material.

o Butt welds shall have a finished bead width approximately 1/16

h on each side of the bead. Under no conditions are wide welds

to be ed to cover poor fit-up. ,

Joint Designs

,

Five joint designs have been deVeloped for pipe welding using
heli-arc process and are illustrated in figures 45 through 49.

70
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These joints are satisfactory for rolled pipe, as well as pipe in
/ 3

the fixed vertical positidhs. All pipe with a wall thickness goater
than approximately 1/8 inch should be beveled for heli-arc welding:
It must be beveled if filler rod is used.

.STANDARD VEE JOINT. The vee groove joint illustrated in figure
45 has been widely accepted as a standard joint design for pipe
welding; The standard vee joint may be butted together and welded
without filler ?bd on the root pass. .However, for higher quality
welds, filler rod 4s required.

37 1°
2

t" 1" 3"--
16 16 32

S

Figure 45. Stcmd4rd Vee Joint.

SHARP VEE JOINT. the vee joint illustrated in figure 46 will
be called the' sharp vee joint to distinguish it from thee standard
vee'. The sharp vee joint is adaptable to field erection of pipe.

4 37

/
Figure 46. Sharp Vee Joi

U GROoilE JOINT. The joint illustrated in figur7 is recommended
where'iaore uniform welds and higher quality welds are required than
could be obtained with the vee groove joints. Penetration is uniform
with this design and weld "sink in"-in vertical position is minimized.

30"
3"IT R.

1." 3"
16 32

Figure 47. U Groove Joint.
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CONSUMABLE INSERT JOINTS. Consumabie4nserts Ape available

ana Wili produce the highest weld quality and the strongest inside

weld reinforcement. Bigure.48 illustrates the'consumable insert
joint design as 'well as the insert. The joint preparation requires
close joint tolerances, and,fitting the insert into the joint is
time consuming;bdt since the composition of the insert may be selected

to vary the composition of the isfeldothe weldieSuits may be superior.

1110.

r.

Al

Figure 48. Consumable Insert Joint,
Wall Thicknesses Liss'Than 1/8 Inch.

-AL

ROLLED EDGE JOINT. Another,method of obtaining inside weld

reinforcement is the, rolled edge joint. The lefthand section of
figure 49 shows the first stage in preparing this joint; the righthand,
section of the same figure shows the finished joint. The rolled
edge joint is recommended for killed steels or stainless st-eels.

It is aess-coscly than the consumable insert joint, and the fit-

up conditions are less critical.

2

4

'Figure 49. Rolled Edge Joint Preparation.

BUTT JOINT SPECIFICATIONS. Butt welds Should have one pass

for each 1/8 inch of pipe wall thickness, with a minimum of two

passes. Butt welds will be flush with the inside of the pipe. ;n
cases where grinding is not possible, the folioWing even underhang

dimensions are allowed.

,..
1 r,')
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Pipe Size

up to 2 inches

2-1/2 inch and over

411w

Starting the Arc

Whenever possible, the arc should be started by a high frequency
. arc starter attachment. The high frequency current shall be suf-,

ficient to start the arc without touching the electrode to the workpiece.

Maximum Protrusion

1/32 inch

1/16 inch

WELDING TEyNIQUES

/35'

Use the foot control rheostat to adjust arc to the approxi-
mate desired heat.

Move the arc to the joint edges and travel steadily along (forehand)',
holding the ,electrode as near vertical ,to the joint-as possible.

Filler rod should be added at the forward edge of the pool.

If your welding speed is too slow, you will haVe excessive
penetration inside the pipe. The weld puddle will then have a rouided
opening at the front of the puddle which will be wider than the
joint opening (keyhole shape). Remember that a keyhole shaped'puddle
for a spaced joint shows excessive penetration, since too mach of
the edges are being melted back.

Figure 50. Correct Puddle Shape.for
,Standard Vee With Joint Spacing.

To overcome excessive penetr;tion, add more filler rod to the
puddle, slant the torch sharply, toward the filler rod so more rod
is melted,an.d increase your welding speed. The effect will be.

hto put more heat intocthe filler rod'and less into the pipe itself.
..oft This will close the enlarged opening at the front of the puddle,

figure 50.
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Breaking the Arc d

e preferred' method for breaking the arc shall be to extinguish
the arc by use of a foot- operated current control to decrease the

welding current gradually until the arc will travel without fusing
the base, metal. If foot-operated current control is not available,
the rate of travel shall be increased to a speed at which the arc
will travel without fusing the base metal, and the arc can then
be broken.

Purging

Pipe shall be purged before welding is started, and,purging.
shall be maintained throughout the entire welding operation. When
conditions.permit,.the purgihg gas should be introduced at the lowest
point in the pipe or system and vented out at the high points. Oxidation
of weld deposits and /or base metal is not petmitted.

r
P ! t. I'.

When you,add the filler rod, the rod should be almost tangent
to the pipe surfade and the heli-arc torch should be slanted about
15 to 20 degrees toward the rod with an arc length of about 1/16
inch, figure 51.

4-

Figure 51. :Relative Position of Torch
and' Filler Rod to Pipe.

When the puddle increases to about 1/8'inch thick, remove the
rod and hold the torch stationary. The weld puddle will noy begin
to flatten out in front, forming a thin front edge and will take
a wedge shape, with rounded corners extending to the bottom-of the
joint. This wedge shape means that penetration is complete. Figure
52 illustrates the correctrpuddle shape for complete penetration
on this joint,.
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Figure 52. Correct Puddle Shape for
Vee Joint.

As soon'as penetration is complete, as shown-by the puddle
shape, add filler rod and advance the heliarc torch simultaneously.
Keep advancing the correct puddle shape to complete the pass. When
you have mastered the technique, you will be able to,keep the height

, of,the puddle even and about 1/8 inch thick (depending on the pipe
c.- ,..... , .

Note: Manipulation of the torch is necessary to obtain
the proper width of weld in light gage metals.

When terminating the weld,'the foot control should be swung
to the low position, the arc broken, and the shielding gas permitted

, to flow over Cie weld area until it has cooled to a black heat.

In order to avoid overlap when restarting a weld, the arc is
struck ahead of the terminated weld (approximately 1/4 inch) and
then moved back to the end of the weld so as to bring it to the
molten state before adding rod.

k

Vertical Position Welding

/37

Pipe welding in the vertical position is where welding is performed
in the horizontal position and the pipe may not be rotated.

eN

Figure 53. Torch Position for Weldirig
Pipe in the Vertical Position.
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Special techniques are required to compAnsate for the sagging

of the puddle due to gravity. Position your torch as shown in figure

53. The weld puddle is formed on the upper side of the joint and
is kept slightly above the centerline of the joint. Move the torch
in small circles, from the t9p of the puddle around the puddle to
the bottom and then up the other side to the top.- Do not let the
arc dwell too long on the bottom, but let it favor the top of the

weld. This circular motion will ensure fusion of the bOttom of

the joint with the filler red, and yet will not undercut the upper
side of the weld bead,

Overhead Position Welding

In the overhead

with the material- at
welding, the pipe is
or apprgxafmately so.

weld position, the entire weld is accomplished
or above the welder's eye level. After tack

set up so that the center ne is horizontal
The pipe must not be ed in any direction.

Figure 54. Welding Sequence for Pipe.

After the joint has been properly tacked and placed in position
for welding, figure 54, strike an arc on thi, side of the joint and

carry it to the bottom of the joint. Let thearc dwell on the bottom'

of the joint until a small weld puddle forms on each side of the
vee. Then add filler rod to the front of the weld puddle until

ffi
the puddle bridges the joint opening. (Do not put the filler rod

directly into the arc.)

QUESTIONS

1. What type of inert gas is most commonly Used?

2. What is the minimum number of weld passes on a stainless

steel pipe weld?

3. What.are the reinforcement requirements on a stainless

. steel pipe weld? .

4. What are th!,five joint designs that have been developed?

REFERENCES

0 34W4 5, Weldin: Theor and Ap lication.



Metal and NDI, Branch 3AZR9ti7ewlLS 10
Chanute AFB,.Illiriois

INERT GAS SHIELDED ARC WELDING OF ALUMINUM PIPE JOINTS

OBJECTIVES

After completing this stmply guide, you will apply the fundamental
principles And techniques involved in machine set-up, current settings,
gas adjustment, filler rod selection, and welding aluminum pipe
in the fixed vertical,'horizontal, and overhead positions for the
butt, avgle, and tee joints.

INTRODUCTION -7\

Although the basic procedures involved in welding Auminum
and alunimum alloy pipe and tubihg are the same as for welding other
types of pipe, the machine set-up and filler rod differ considerably.
A weld placed on aluminum alloy pipe using the.settings and procedures
for stainless steel would cause the joint to fail immediately. For
this reason, extreme care must be taken to ensure you are using
thecorrect settings, procedures, and fille'rod for each pipe joint
regardless of the matsrial.involved.

INFORMATION .

Pure aluminum weighs approximately 1/3 that of steel. It is
a very good conductor of electricity, has a high resistance to corrosion,
and is a good conductor of heat. It is easily formed by rolling,
drawings hammering, pressing, etc., into any of the many shapes required.
It has leery good casting qualities by the die cast, permanent mold,

11,' or sand casting method. In spite of these desirable properties,
aluminum in its pure or nearly pure form has very low strength char-
acteristics. This factor makes unalloyed aluminum useless for structural
.aircraft parts.

I

Aluminum alloy-can.be made as strong as lob bon steel. In
fact, some fully heat-treated, cold worked, and art ficially aged
aluminum has the highest weight-strength ratio of a structural
alloy known. Although the aluminum alloys, as'such,\ypossess higher
strength characteristics than the pure metal, most of the aluminum
alloys have lower, corrosion resistance qualities than the pure aluminum.
For-this reason, most alloys possess a c;ad or alclad coating of
pure aluminum,or some more corrosion resistant alloy than'the base
metal. On metal parts where this clad coating is not present to
protect-the base metal, other corrosion preventive treatment, such

as painting, anodizing, etc., are used to induce high surface corrosion
resistance. Heat treatment may increase or decrease the corrosion
resistance of aluminum alloys.
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MO TEMPER,DESIGNATIONS

Temper designation for aluminum and its alloys is an alphabetical-
numerical code system used to properly designate the physical or
mechanical 'properties of the alloy. These designations differ for
each ,type of alloy according to tIlle- heat treatment, forming, or
other operations to which the alloy has been subjected. The temper
designatiOns are divided into two main classes; those pertaining
to alloys that are hardenable by neat treatment and those that are
not hardenable by.heat treatment. The temper designations are the
letter and- numerical code numSers. immediately following the numerical
alloy designation.

I

r

Old
Temper

. Designations

New Temper Designations

Strain Hardened
Only

Strain Hardened
Then

Partially Annealed
Strain Hardened
Then Stabilized

.

1 /4H
1/2 H
3/4H

H

Extra Hard
(Not Standard)

C,
1 /4H
142 H

3/4 H
H

Extra Hard
(Not Standard)

Alloy 1100 & 3003
(Formerly 2S EE 3S)

-H 12
-1-i.,14

-H16
-H 18

- -H 19
Alloy 3004, 5052 8t\
5056*-(Formerly
4S, 52S and 56S)

(

.-

-H22
-H 24
-H26
-H 28

1

.

.
,

. ,

-----,

-H32
-H 3.4

-H 36
-H 38

-H c)

.

1N

.

*These alloys may also be obtained in -H1 and -H2 tempers but -H3 is not
applicable to alloys 1100 and 3003. ,

Table 4. Temper Conversion for. Nonheat Treatable Aluminum Alloys.
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Nonheat Treatable Alloys

Thelletter "F" designating "as fabricated" in the case of wrought
alloys, indicates that no control has been exercised over the temper,
and the part is to be used in this condition. The 0" temper designation
indicates the annealed condition of an aluminum alloy.. These two
designations are applicable to eiiher.heat,treatable or to nonheat
treatable' alloys. Prior to the introduction of the newer temper
designations for nonheat treatable wrought alloys, the only temper
designations for these alloys other than "0" or "F" were 1/4 H, 1/2
H, 3/4 H and "H",_denoting a strain hardened condition from 1/4
hard through full hardness for any nonheat treatable alloy. Table 4
gives a'breakdown of the new system as compared with the'old one.

/V/

Heat Treatable Alloys

The temper designations for heat treatable aluminum alloys
consist of the letter "T" followed by a one'or two digit number.

The "T"_desighation after the alloy designation denotes that a basic
heat treatment has been performed for the purpose of inducing increased
hardness, tensile strength, etc. The one, or two-digit number following

the "T" denotes supplementary1Wsrations and/or the degree of increased
hardness, tensile strength, etc., gained by the combination of strength
producing operations. These operations may include solution heat
treatment, natural or artificial aging, cold working, stabilization
treatment, or any other operation that may induce the desired or
required properties in the various alloys.

Interpretation of Individual Temper Designations.'

In addition to understanding the meaning of the basis pitoblems
involved by the "T" designation on aluminum alloy, the mah in a shop
should also know what the individual numerical designations following
the "T" mean, as shown in table 5.

1. -W designation on alloy indicates that the part has been
given the required soak at the solution temperature and quenched,
but has not been aged either naturally or artificially. 2024 alloy'
ages naturally at room temperature and must be kept under refrigeration,
or within 24 hours, 90% of the age hardening will take place and
the "W" temper will then be present. With alloy 7075, artificial
precipitation is necessary to age harden the alloy, which will remain

6. in the "W" condition for several weeks becauip it takes up to two
months for 7075 alloy to naturally age harden,

2. -F and -0 temper designates the "as fabricated" and annealed
conditions respectively.

3. .-T2 temper applies only Co cast products annealed to increase
ductility.
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Temper Designation Meaning of Temper Designation

"5" means a wrought alloy when this
letter follows the old alloy designation
as opposed to the cast condition. No
particular temper is indicated unless
followed by one of the designations
below.

-w
-T2
-T3

-T4
-T5

-T6

- Solution heat-trieated, but not aged.
-Annealed (applicable to castingctly).
- Solution heat-treated, cold worked.

Solution heat-treated, naturallr&grA
Artificially aged only.
Solution heat-treated and artificial-,
ly aged.
Solution heat-treated and stabilized.
Solution heat-treated, cold worked,
artificially aged.
Solution heat-treated, artifically
aged, cold worked.
ArtiLically aged and cold worked.

. Explanation o .emper Designations.

4. -T3 temper applies to parts which have been solution heat

treated and then cold worked. T3 alone applies to sheet stock in

which the slight effect of cold working after the hardening quench,.
such as flattening during manufacture, is recognized. Additional

cold working is designated by a second digit after the 3. such as

T31, T3 T36, etc. The

4t

r the second digit, the greater will-,

be the am unt of cold working final hardness. This final hardness

is indueu by stretching.

.41=114441

5. -T4 temper denotes parts which have beep.solutiOn heat

treated and naturally aged. It applies when a part is not cold
worked after heat treatment and is the true temper induced by a shop
heat treatment on a newly fabricated aircraft part.

-6. -T5 temper designation applies'to.products that ate artificially
aged Without prior solution heat treatment. It is not normally

used with regular sheet stock,, but is visually applicable to casting
alloys and large extrusions.
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7. -T6 temper indicates products which ark solution heat

treated and artificially aged with no cold working afttr the solution'
treatment. This temper is well known in alloys 7075, 6461, and
2014.

8. -T7 temper indicates solution heat treated and stabilized
mainly for the purpose-of reducing stress after solution heat treatment.
It is usually applicable to cast alloys and not to the wrought alloys
in common use.

9.' -T81temper'designates a part that iNolution heat treated,
cold worked, and artificially aged. It is quite widely used to
designate the strongest tempers available on plain 2024 and 2024
clad aluminum alloys and other wrought allOys. This temper number
is, found as the first digit indicating the above processes; the
second digit used in conjunction with the 8, indicates the amount
cold working due to stretching (elongation) that the part or sheet
has been subjected to ranging frgm T81 through T86.

10. -T9 temper applies mainly to cast produ'ets that have been
solution heat treated, artificially aged, and then cold worked.
This temper is'not usually found on wrought alloy products..

11. T-10 temper is also one of the less known temper designations
because it pertains to cast materialNthat have been artificially
aged and cold worked.

TIG WELDING PROCESS

Tungsten- inert-gas process is preferred for welding aluminum
section, which are less than 1/8 inch in thickness. Welding jigs
are sometimes necessary and sho d be used in welding thin gage
material to prevent warpage. T may also be used to weld heavier
sections but the metal inert-g s process is usually chosen, for its
higher welding speed and needed voltage. In the TIG process, the
arc is established between a nonconsumable-tungsten electrode and
the parts to be welded with a shield of inert-gas enveloping the
arc and weld pool. The arc melts the base metal and a bare filler
rod of suitable alloy is manually added to the molten pool. \Welding
can be cloud rapidly from all positions. Flux is not required in
TIG welding because the action of the ,arc breaks up the oxide film
and allows a good weld metal flow. A Shield of inert-gas surrounds
the electrode and the weld pool to prevent oxidation during welding.
TICS welding is .faster than gas welding dug to the heat of the tungsten,
arc concentrated in a small area. Distortion in TIG welds are less
than for gas welds.

Power Source.

For any welding process, heat must be supplied to the base
metal and the filler metal (if used) to fuse the component parts.
The source of heat in the TIG process is the electric arc maintained
between the'electrode and the work piece.
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WORK POSITIVE
STRAIGHT POLARITY

D.C.

WORK NEGATIVE
REVERSE POLARITY

Figure 55. Machine C. ections for DC Straight
and Reverse olarity Welding.

Alternating current is re ommended for TIG welding of alum4
num. For some welding applications, direct current, DCSP is used

successfully. To er rstand why alternating current is recommended
for TIG welding applications, DCSP and DCRP are to be considered

first. Machine connections for direct current straight and reverse
polarity welding are shown in figure 55. In DCSP welding, the electrode

is negative and the work positive, so that the electrons go from
the electrode to the plate. In DCRP, the electrons-flow from the
plate to the electrode. In DCSP welding, there is considerable
heating of the base plate, which is receiving electrons, while the

electrode stays relatively cool. During DCRP welding,, the opposite

is true. As the electrode receives the heat from the electron transfer,

it is overheated at quite low currents. This limits DCRP for TIG
welding, since-tihere is likely to be tungsten burn-off and,contamination

of the weld.
`"

WORK ( AND OPPOSITELY THE EL
ALTERNATELY POSITIVE4AND

ELECTRONS
DURING. THE
REVERSE
POLARITY
HALF CYCL

ELECT:RONS
DURING THE
STRAIGHT
POLARITY

HALF CYCLES
-

Figure 56.. Electron Flow in AC Welding.

Alternating current is widelyt,used for it offers both the advantages

..of DCSP and DCRP welding. Theoretically, AC welding can be called

a combination of DCSP and DCRP welding, as illustrated in figure

56.
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Figure 57. Currert Flow in AC Welding.

In AC welding, when-the current passes through zero,-figure
S7, the arc is,broken. To restart the arc, high voltage, high frequency
(120,000 cycles) low poweradditiOnal current it superimposed on #110 ..7,
the Welding current. Low frequency AC is dif(iculc to start and
maintain the arc. In using high frequency, a path is established

. for the current to follow when the arcis struck at zero current.
After the arc is started and stabilized, the-high frequency'is automatically
cut off.

Welding Equipment

.

. In addition to the AC power source, the required equipment
is as follows.. ,f.;)

.

$ .
1. TIG welding torch. t,

2. Ineit-gas.supply,'regUlator-flowbeter, hose, and'fittings..

"3. Fillerbetal. .

4. Water supply and fittings.

.5*1-

4

the ej.ectric cable.- A control mechanismis available which'does
not allow the welding current to start unless the.water is flowing.
Some TIC welding equipment is provided with solenoid valves and
valve timing controls to Control theflow f water and gas during
welding. ,W1heq,the'welding.is stopped, the imer allowethewater
and gas to flow fOr a sufficient length'ofr flue to allow the tungsten

Helmet or eye shielding, and protective clothing.

. "
Welding jigs or bacl p plates.

For currents a,bOveibo am-pers, cooling the torch and power
cable with water is necessary because,of heatgenerated by the arc
and the current passing thrpIgh'the cable. For welding currentsd.
'below 100 ampers, air-dobled/torches are satisfactory.

Or
cy.

Water used to cool4the welding'gdn should,be,clean to prevent
clOgging or flow restriction. Overheating can belt the silver brazed.

' metal joints in the gun_dnd the plastic water tube which sheaths

1..
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electrode to cool, thus preventing contamination when it is exposed
to air. ge tungsten,must cool bright and shiny; Any bluing or
blackening of the.tungsten.indicates a,leck of gas coverage.

0

The.,,TIG welding torch carries the welding current and directs
the inert gas to the weld_area. The torch must be properly insulated
for the maximle current ranges to ensure operational'safety. Current
is transmitted--from theAC transformer through the power cable to
a collet holding the tungsten electrode. Gas ports surrounding the

electrode permit the inert gas to enter the nozzle or cup which
is directed upon the surface to Se welded.

The electrodeshould extend beyond the end of the gas shielding
cup a distance equal'to_its diameter for butt welding and slightly
further (1/8 to 3/16 inch) for fillet welding. Selecting the right
size eleardde for each job is important in preventing electrode
damage Zpure tungsten Melts at 6125°F) and causing poor welds by

too high or too low aocurrent. Excessive current will cause tungl3ten
rticles to transfer to the weld while insufficient current aflows

.the arc to wander erratically over the end of the electrode. Recommended

electrode sizes for various ranges of welding current are shown
in table 6% Oh

Electrode Gas Cup ' Welding_Current (Amperes)
DCSP DCRPDia In. s, 4No. AC

.040

.... ,,,,

6 .10-40 10-40

',. 1/16 6 :- 2Q -60 20-75 10-20
., /-4-."1
3/32 6-7-8 30-100 30-100 1$ -20

1/8 .6-7=8
.

150 100-150 25 -40

3/16

i

7-8 zod 125-200 40-.80

Table 6. Selection of Electrode Diameter, Gas Cup and Current Setting.

Filler Material
.

Additional filler metal is not in TIG weldNg when,
enough parent metal -is provided by theloint design to form the

weld bead. For other welds it is often necessary to add filler
metal, Filler metal in the form of straight length, bare rod, is
used for manual welding; while filler metal in wire form, spool

wound, is used in bath, manual or automatic.welding. The filler

rod or wire should always 14 placed within the inert-gas shield
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and at the leading edge of the weld,pool. Too large a rod or wire
disturbs and ofieti freezes the pool; while a rod too small in size
forceb the welder to feed too fast for s5eady hand operation. Care
must be taken, to see-that a compatible filler metal is used in welding
different alloys or longitudinal cracking may ,result. Dirty rods
willcontamicnate the weld and every effort should be made to use
only clean rods.

) Metal Preparation

.Cleaning the surfaces to be welded is of major importance,in
äll aluminum joining regardless of the welding process. Oxide grease
or oil film remaining on the edges to be tined causes unsound welds.
,Mild alkali& solutions and commercial degreasers that do not give
off toxic Hmes duririg welding are used successfully to remove surface'
,contaminants before welding. All welding surfaces should be thoroughly
41,4 after cleaning to prevent porosity-in the weld metal. Oxide
film should berremoved from the surface of the aluminum'by using
aluminum wool or brushing with a clean stainless steel wire brush.

WELDING SET-UP AND APPLICATION

1. Place the pieces of metal in a jig and butt edges:to check
for fit-up and alignment. Clamp the pieces for alignment and spacing.

'IP Good joint fit -up makes weld ng easier..

2. Adjust the curren, setting and argon flow for the thickness -

of the metal being welded.

. .

3. Tack weld at about 1 to 1-1/2 inch intervals; the tacks
should be neat and small.

4. Adjust the arc to.the desired length, between 1/8 to 3/16
inch.

5. Hold the arc az the starting point until the, metal liquifies
and a molten pool is established.

6. Add the filler rod manually to the front. edge of the molten
pool,melting a small amount and withdrawing the rod. '

7. Point the torch in the direction Hof travel with a 10 -
20 degree.angle from the vertical position.

. -

Ase .

`8. Keep the filler rod fairly flat to the work surface between
15 - 30 degrees #fom horizontal position.

9. Advance sted ,along the line of weld, keeping a uniform
bead With evenly spaced ripples. it

10. To terminate the
keeping the'torch directed
Continue to flow'for a few

contamination of the metal

.0

weld, depress the foot control switch,
on the'molten pool. Gas and water will
seconds, cooling the weld, preventing
and 'tungsten electrode.
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VERTICAL FIXED POSITION.

Because of the lack of color change in aluminum at the melting
temperature, welding of aluminum pipe has been a rather difficult
operation until the TIGswelding process'came into use. With the

more precise heat control and smaller heat affected area; welding
of aluminum pipe in the fixed vertical position is a relatively

simple operation

For many years, aluminum pipe was generally jointed with threaded

fittings. A trend toward welded joints gradually became evident.
Today, welded piping systems are specified in a wide variety of
industries. Initially, gas welded methods using oxhydrogen and'
oxyacetylene were'used for welding,aluminum Pipe. These processes

required the use of fluxe4,, which, unless removed subsequent to
welding, were a ourrrosion hazard to the pipe in the presence of

moisture. Welding other than.in the flat position was very difficult.
Both of. these factors imposed a severe limitation on the use of
welded piping systems.

,..

Aluminum alloy pipe characteristics Take them useful materials'
ope.of `construction. 1.14ny of these rrties are of value in piping

systems, including resistance to orrosion, strength, lightweight,
protection of purity and color of \the product, and as of joining.

There is a variety of aluminum alloys, but only three are geherall
produced in pipe form. The first is alloy 3003-H112 which is a nonhest

treatable alloy containing manganese. It provides adequate strength
for many, applications together with high.resistance to corrosion.

Allo 6063-T6, a heat treated' aluminum magnesiumsilicide type alloy,
proVides higher strength and equivalent resistant to corrosion.
Alloy 6061-T6 is similar to 6063-T6 but has higher strength. In

most.environments its resistance to corrosion is equivalent to that

of the other two alloys. -Other pipe alloys ,such as 5052, 5154,,

5083, 5454, and 5456 have excellent strength and ductility. ,.

WELDING PROCESSES

AC High Frequency - Argon Gas

A gas tungsten arc method commonly used for aluminum pipe uses
AC with superimposed high frequency, pure or 2% tungsten' electrodes,
and argon gas.

DC Straight Polarity

A second method uses DC straight polarity current, pure tungsten
-

electrode,,and helium gas.
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VERTICAL PIPE AXIS

Pigure 56. Yeldinent With No Root Opening -

Vertical AttitilVie.

VERTICAL PIPE AXIS

Figure 59. Weidment With Root Opening -
Vertical Attitude.'

14, WELDING PIPE BUTT JOINTS IN VERTICAL FIXED POSITION',

Edge preparation of all butt joints must be melted through their
full, thickness to obtain a complete penetration weld., This can be .

facilitated by a combination of proper edge preparation as shown in
figures 58 and 59. Figure 60 shows the finished joint.
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Figure 60. Finished Vertical Butt Joint.

AA Alloy :.,,
Designat.on.

mg',

AWS-ASTM Filler Metal
Classification

1080 4 ER 1060
1100 ER 1100
5050 ER 5050,
5088
5458
5052 ER 5052
5154 ER 5154

X5254 ER 5254
6083
6081
8081
7072
6082
3003 .

.

3003
7072
3004 ER 3004
5358 ER 5358 ,

5558 h 5556
4043 ER 4043
5083
5183 ER 5183
5454

'

5554 Ell. 5554
.5852 ER 5852

Table 7. Filler MetaZ'Classification.
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Filler Rod Selections

Filler metal selection can be made from figure 61.

Welding Technique

The successful welding of any joint requires proper edge preparation,
deadliness, and good fit, in addition to the actual depositipn of
the,,weld metal. Tungsten contaminated with molten aluminum must not
be used. First, clean the prepared edges to remove all traces of
combustible material and then assemble the joint. Whenthe joint
has been properly aligned, tack field at three or more locations. The
tack we14 should be fully penetrated and rather flat; that is;' not
built up'and should not exceed one inch in length. Three such welds
,placed equidistantly around the joint will usually maintain alignment.
When applying a weld with the pipe in the vertical positkon,'hll passes
should be applied as stringer passes.

When welding pipe, it is most satisfactory to point the electrode
toward the center or 4xis of the pipe. This is more satisfactory 1,

tharlitrying to modify the angle of the electrode along the length
of the weld. The arc should be maintained at a controllable length,
usually about 1/4 inch or just long enough to prevent contamination
of the electrode when the welding rod is added. Short arcs do not
contribute to ease of application or impiovement of weld soundness
or appearance. The inert gas should be adjusted to flow at a rate
which will provide good cleaning; when operating on the bottom section
of a joint in the horizontal fixed position, the gas flow must be
increased in order to obtain freedom from porosity.

HORIZONTAL
PIPE AXIS

Figure 61. Orientation of W2Zd Joint.
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153- OVERHEAD FIXED POSITION

Using a little common sense and a whole lot of practice, the
welding of aluminum alloy pipe joints in the fixed horizontal and
overhead positions become no more difficult than welding in any other

position. The key to All welding processes and positions can be summed

up in one word - PRACTICE.

The orientation of weld joints with respect to horizontal and
vertical planes of reference shall be in accordance with figures 61.
Welding shall be accomplished without pipe rotation, so that weld
metal is depOsited from the overhead, vertical, flat, and horizontal
fixed positions.

Welding shall be started at the bottom of the joint and progress
upward to the top of the joint; under no conditions shall welding
be performed in the reverse order. The horizontal reference plane
is taken to lie always below the weld under consideration. Inclination

of axis is measured from the horizontal reference plane toward the

vertical.
1/

Joint Preparation

L--1/16".+0"-1/32"

-0"

cle

HORIZONTAL PIPE AXIS

A B

Figure 62. Joint Preparatiori Requirements..
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HORIZONTAL POSITIONJELOING .

Joint Preparation

/53

Welding edges of aluminum and nonferrous metals with a wall
thickness of 3/4 inch or less shabe, beveled at e, , -0) degree
tngle, leaving a 1/16 (+0 - 1/32) finch root face land at the bottom
of the welding edge, figure 62

Joints which require a root opening shall have a separation between
lands or welding edges of 3/32 (*1/32) inch for the full length of
the joint.

Joints which require no, root opening shall have the lands or
welding edges butted together so that the lends ate couching and the
beveled edges form a groove. There shall be no clearance between
lands.

Weld Specification

WIDTH. Butt welds shall have a finished bead width approximately
1/16 inch on each side of the bevel. Under no conditions are wide
welds to be used poor fit-up.

REINFORCEMENT. Reinforcement of butt welds shall be not less
than 1/16 inch, nor more than.3/32 inch above the surface of the base
material. Reinforcement shall be built up uniformly from the-surface
of the base material to a maximum at the center of the weld,'and shall
blend smoothly and gradually with the base material. Finished weld
contours shall be uniform and free from depressions below the surface
of the base material.

PENETRATION. Butt welds s411 be flush with the inside of the
pipe. In cases where grinding is not possible, .the following even
underhang dimensions are allowed:

Pipe Size Maximum Protrusion*

,Up to 2 inches 1/32 inch

2-1/2 inch ant over 1/16 inch

QUESTIONS

1. Into-what two classes are the temper designations divided?

2. What current is ,used to weld aluminum?

3. What are the three aluminum alloys generally used in the
manufacture,of pipe?

4. What direction of travel will you use when welding pipe
in the overhead position?

t
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. 154 5. How far will the weld bead overlap the beVel on an. aluminum

pipe weld?

REFERENCES

TO 34W4-1-5, Welding Theory and Application.
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